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Abstract.
The Falkner and Skan boundary layer equation is presented
and the properties of the solutions being sought are discussed.
The problem is programmed for solution with a digital computer
by two methods, namely, by the Milne Five-Point Method and the
Runge-Kutta Method. Several solutions are listed and the two
methods of solution are compared. The results obtained are
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Notation.*
CL - a eonstant of proportionality
£. f Ep* E_ " constants denoting convergence requirements
f a function of the boundary layer coordinate, "1
f, f", f" - derivatives of f with respect to %
h - step-width in the "£ direction
L a characteristic length of the immersed body
-?rv - a constant, related to /S
-p - pressure
D ^ L




l/~ - velocity components in the directions parallel to





A*f - velooity components in rectangular coordinates
ULf - velocity at the outer limit of the boundary layer
U - free-stream velocity
X, U - length coordinates measured tangential to and
normal to the boundary
X, y, Z - rectangular coordinates
X y 2 ~ body forces per unit mass
* The notation listed here is not applicable to Appendices B and 0.
vi

p a constant, — J^TTT
t
o, - boundary layer thickness
"*?
.
- non-dimensional boundary layer coordinate normal
to the boundary
"V - kinematic viscosity





The Palkner and Skan boundary layer equation,
fm +ff +|B(1- f» 2 ) = , (1)
where f is a function of % , with the boundary conditions,
f = 0, f 1 - 0, at % « 0, and f • -*• 1 as ^-^/»
, (2)
describes fluid motion in the laminar boundary layer formed as a
result of steady, incompressible, two-dimensional flow past an
immersed body, such as a sharp-edged wedge, a circular cylinder, or a
parabolic cylinder. This equation was first derived, in a slightly
different form, by V.M. Palkner and Miss S.W. Skan [l] 1 . Equation (1)
was later solved numerically by D.R. Hartree [2] for several values
of the parameter j3 •
This report describes two methods by which equation (1) can be
solved with a digital computer. Solutions have been produced with
a 0D0 1604 Digital Computer by both methods illustrated and a
comparison of the two methods is given. Solutions for several values
of j$ , giving f(7), f'("e), t n {*l)f and f"»(^)» are listed in
Appendix D.
Numbers in square brackets refer to the Bibliography.

2. The Falkner and Skan Equation.
Prandtl's boundary layer equation for steady, incompressible
flow [5] is, in dimensionless form:
Palkner and Skan assumed that
(4)
where Li, is the fluid velocity at the outer limit of the boundary
layer, X- is the distance, measured tangential to the botindary, from
the forward stagnation point, and & is a constant of proportionality.
It has been found l4j,[5J that equation (4) closely describes the
flow over the forward portion of a sharp-edged wedge of included angle
7T/S , where the relationship between fi and -w/ is given by
a - _2^l (5)P ~ -/n + 1 §
and over circular and parabolic cylinders.
Next define a non-dimensional boundary layer coordinate,
-1- 'lf¥f •
and a stream function,
(6)
(7)
where f - f(7), a function of ^ only. The stream function </>
satisfies the continuity equation,
namely,
u. ^— 9 nr = - -— . (9)by Dx.

Now the introduction of equations (4) through (9) into equation
(5) yields, after simplification, the Palkner and Skan equation (1).
For a complete derivation of equations (5) and (1) see
Appendix A.
Those portions of the solution of equation (1) which are of
particular interest are the variation of f'C'Z) with % and the value
of f"(0), that is, the value of the unknown boundary condition at
^ - 0. It can be shown that
f» - £ i do)
that is, the variation of f'C't) gives the velocity profile through
the boundary layer.
The value of f"(0) is necessary for the determination of the
local coefficient of friction at the boundary, sinoe the frictional
shearing stress at the boundary is proportional to r— ) and
A particular solution of equation (1) which is of special
interest is the oase of boundary layer separation for which it is
known that f"(0) 0. In this case, the value of @ becomes the
unknown condition and the particular value of 3 which satisfies the
equation is an essential part of the solution.
Under certain conditions, equation (1) is applicable to
compressible flow [6 ],[?!• In this case, the solution f(°£) is
required for the solution of the energy equation which is essential in
the determination of heat transfer coefficients. The oase of
compressible flow is not considered in this report.

5. The Boundary Conditions.
In addition to the boundary conditions (2) given with the
differential equation (1), certain additional requirements were
imposed upon the solutions illustrated in this report. In Figures 1,
2, and 5» curves of f 1 , f n , and f" versus ^ have been plotted for
various values of the parameter {3 . From an examination of these
curves, the following conditions will be noted.
1. The range of f ' is ^ f • £ 1 ; that is, f is always positive
and approaches the asymptote f ' « 1 from below.
2. f n > and f " ->- as l^-oo; that is, f" is always positive
and approaches the asymptote f " » from above.
5« fm -* from below as "»?-»-<»• even though f" may be
initially positive (as it is for fi < 0), it must become and remain
negative and approach the asymptote f *" » from below.
In programming the solution of the Falkner and Skan equation (1),
the conditions noted above were included with the boundary conditions
which were imposed upon the solution being produced. Failure to
satisfy any one of these specified conditions caused rejection of the
solution being generated.

4, The Methods of Solution.
Two well-known numerical methods were chosen for the solution of
equation (1). They are the "Milne Five-Point Method" [8], [9] and
the "Runge-Kutta Method" [lo]. The primary reason for choosing two
methods to solve this problem, when one only is sufficient, is that
the absolute accuracy of a solution produced by either method is not
known and a detailed error analysis is difficult to perform. It is
felt that if good agreement can be obtained between solutions by the
two methods, then the solutions can reasonably be accepted as being
accurate
.
In any numerical integration scheme, the reliability of the
results is very much dependent upon the selection of a suitable
step-width,
h
- to., - 1« • <«>
In general, the smaller the step-width, h, the more reliable will be
the results. However, it must be remembered that one pays a penalty
in that the number of points which must be evaluated increases as h
decreases. Even with a high-speed digital computer, this factor must
be borne in mind. The optimum value of the step-width was taken to be
the maximum value of h which would give results which were reproduc-
able to the same (desired) number of significant figures when a
smaller value of h was used. The solutions listed in this report
were calculated to eight places of decimals. In the case of the
Milne Method, the optimum value was h - 0.01, and for the Runge-Kutta
Method, h « 0.001 was required. This meant that the Milne Method

produced a solution in approximately one-tenth of the time required
by the Runge-Kutta Method.
A detailed description of both methods is given in Appendices
B and C. Both the Milne Method and the Runge-Kutta Method were
programmed in FORTRAN language [ll],[l2j and were used with the
CDC 1604 Digital Computer, The complete programs are described and
listed also in Appendices B and C.

5« Convergence Criteria.
Inasmuch as the solution of the Falkner and Skan equation (1)
approaches an asymptote as "£-*-o© f the question of convergence
criteria naturally arises; that is, what is the cut-off point of the
solution and what requirements must be fulfilled at the cut-off point?
Furthermore, in order to preclude the possibility of the computer
computing indefinitely on any trial solution in the event that the
trial solution happened to approach a horizontal asymptote, f ' < 1 , an
upper limit of the variable "? must be arbitrarily fixed.
Figures 1,2, and 5 show that the various solutions rapidly
approach their asymptotic value. In the preliminary stage, using
Hartree's work as a guide,, an upper limit of "£ * 10. was chosen and
this proved to be satisfactory for all solutions produced and did not
require revision.
The convergence requirements which were imposed at the cut-off
point are as follows:
1. (1 -*') S E, (13)
2. f" $ E2 (14)
5. - fm * E
5
(15)
The value of E- was arbitrarily chosen to be E.. 1 .0 x 10"".
If the exact solution to equation (1) were known, the values of E~
and E, corresponding to a given value of E
1
could be calculated, but,
since such a solution is not known, the values of E and ET must also2 y
be set arbitrarily. A number of preliminary runs were made in which
the convergence requirements on f° and fm were omitted. From the

-8 «
results so obtained, it was noted that for E, <*> 10 , f was
approximately one order of magnitude greater than (1 - f) and
- f" was approximately one order of magnitude greater than f".
Based upon this observation, it was arbitrarily decided to set
Eg - 10. x E
1
- 1.0 x 10~7, and E, « 10. x Eg 1.0 x 10"^. These are
the convergence criteria which were imposed upon the solutions which




Several solutions which have been produced by the Milne Method
are tabulated in Appendix D. These solutions are quoted to eight
places of decimals. A number of the cases given were also solved by
the Runge-Kutta Method. As mentioned earlier, the values of the step-
width, h, that were used are 0.01 for the Milne Method and 0.001 for
the Runge-Kutta Method. In each case compared, the solutions produced
by the two methods were identical to seven places of decimals, and any
discrepancy in the eighth-place was usually small.
Table I on the following page indicates the nature of the
differences which exist between solutions produced by the two methods.
Hartree [2] gives solutions of f'C'?) for several values of (3 to
four places of decimals. If the corresponding solutions listed in
Appendix D are rounded off to four places, they are found to agree
with Hartree' s solutions to within +.0005 to -.0005, with the
exception of two entries, which are likely to be typographical errors;
these exceptions are as follows:
"I f (Hartree ) f ' (Appendix D )
0.5 1.6 0.8860 0.8760 g
2.0 0.8 0.7858 0.79587
These differences of +.0005 to -.0005 are within Hartree' s estimated
limits of error.
The Milne Five-Point Method, which makes use of "predictor" and
"corrector" formulae in sequence, is said to be exact for a seventh
degree polynomial [9 ]j for any other regularly behaved function, the

Table I. Maximum Differences Between Runge-Kutta Method Solutions
and Milne Method Solutions.
Specified
Parameter Differene es
f"(0) ft f fa) f"(-i) ! t ,u (n)
0.0 0. x 10"8 2. x 10"8 1,
1. x 10"8 0.
i




-.19 0. x 10"6 , x 10"6 1.x 10"8 2. x 10"8
-.18 0. 2. 1, 1. 2.
-.16 0. 1. 0, 1. 1.
-.14 0. 2. 1. 1. 5.
-.10 0. 2. 1. 1 « %
0.0 0. 2; 1, 0. 0.
0.1 0. 1. 0. 0. 1.
0.2 0. 2. 1. 1. 2.
0.5 0. 1, 1. 1.
0.4 0. 1, 1. 4.
0.5 0. 1. 1. 2.
0.6 0. 1. I 1. 1. 5.
0.7 0. x 10*9 1. 1. 0. 2.
0.8 0. 2. 1. 1. 5.
0.9 0. 0. 1. 5.
1.0 0. 1. 1 - 4.
1.2 0. 1, 1. 5-
1.6 2.x 10~10 1. 1.
.4
7.
2.0 0. 1. 1. , 2. 10.




exact solution lies between the "predicted" value and the "corrected"
value* Furthermore, for a seventh degree polynomial, seventh order
differences should vanish, and, for other functions, seventh order
differences should be small and free from erratic changes in
magnitude
•
In order to note the behaviour of these items, the Milne Method
solution was programmed to give, in addition to the final solution,
the predioted value of f"(^), the difference between the second esti-
mate of f"("£) and its predicted value, and a table of differences to
the seventh order for the final solution of f'fy). On the following
four pages are shown this information as obtained for the solutions of








DJF - f "• ,
PRED D2F - Predicted value of f " ,
05 - (Second estimate of f) - (Predicted value of f")
,
D7 - Seventh order difference
It was found that 0J was, in every oase, less than 1* x 10"^.
Values of D7 were found to be less than 1* x 10 and its behaviour
was not considered to be erratic. From these indications, it appears
safe to say that the Milne Method solutions are accurate to at least
six places of decimals. Furthermore, the close agreement between the
11

Table II. Milne Method Sample Solution No. 1.
FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION MUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = -.1950000000
D2F(0) = .0551718000
ETA F OF D2F D3F PRED 02F C3
.000 .00000000 .00000000 .05517180 . 19500000 .05517180 • 0E« 00
. I 00 .00030836 .00649216 .07467085 . 19496876 .07467085 -.2E- 1 1
.200 .00136342 .01493391 .09416193 . 19482813 .09416193 .0E+00
.300 .00336008 .02532379 . 1 1363002 . 19449314 . 1 136 3002 .0E« 00
.400 .00649300 .03765835 . 13305062 . 19385956 . 1330 5062 • 0E< 00
.SOO .01095636 .051931 15 . 15238790 . 19280450 . 15238790 • 4E- 11
.600 .01694349 .068 13153 .17159281 . 191 18745 . 17159281 .OEh00
.700 .02464639 .08624319 . 19060145 . 18885198 . 19060145 .0E<•00
.800 .03425506 . 10624262 .20933360 . 18562820 .20933360 .4E- 11
.900 .04595677 . 12809745 .22769150 . 18133629 .22769150 -.4E- 11
1.000 .05993498 . 151 76460 .24555908 . 17579109 .24555908 .4E- 11
1. 100 .07636826 . 177 18846 .26280178 . 1688081 1 .26280178 .7E- 11
1.200 .09542891 .20429905 .27926688 . 16021093 .27926688 -.7F- II
1.300 . 1 1728145 .23301028 .29478481 . 14983992 .29478481 • OEi 00
1.400 . 14208088 .26321831 .30917127 . 13756232 .30917127 • 0E< 00
1.500 . 16997093 .29480030 .32223050 . 12328327 .32223050 .7E- 11
1.600 .20108200 .32761341 .33375963 . 10695749 .33375963 -.1E- 10
1.700 .23552923 .36149440 .34355422 .08860069 .34355422 .IE- 10
1.800 .27341039 .39625978 .35141489 .06830026 .35141489 -.7E- 1
1
1.900 .31480392 .43170667 .35715498 .04622393 .35715498 .1E- 10
2.000 .35976710 .4676)453 .36060884 .02262545 .36060884 -.1E- 10
2.100 .40833435 .50374766 .36164062 -.00215382 .36164062 .2E- 10
2.200 .46051591 .539 85862 .36015282 -.02768833 .36015282 -.2E- 10
2.300 .51629684 .57569248 .35609439 -.05347767 .35609439 • 3E- 10
2.400 .57563658 .61099181 .34946742 -.07896187 .34946742 -.3E- 10
2.500 .63846890 .64550228 .34033211 -. 10354274 .3403321
1
.3E- 10
2.600 .70470255 .67897859 .32880934 -. 12661010 .32880934 -.3E- 10
2.700 .77422245 .711 19055 ' .31508034 -. 14757 171 .31508034 .3E- 10
2.800 .84689151 .74192900 .29938337 -. 16588467 .29938337 -.4E- 10
2.900 .92255301 .77101 120 .28200724 -. 18108599 .28200724 .4E- 10
3.000 1.00103345 .79828544 .26328191 -. 19281963 .26328191 -.4E- 10
3. 100 1.08214588 .82363457 .24356667 -.20085758 .24356667 .4E- 10
3.200 1. 16569347 .84697828 .22323664 -.20511307 .22323664 -.4E- 10
3.300 1.25147323 .86827397 .20266835 -.20564445 .20266835 .4E- 10
3.400 1.33927978 .88751616 .18222543 -.20264940 . 18222543 -.4E- 10
3.500 1.42890897 .90473453 . 16224539 -. 19645008 . 16224539 .4E- 10
3.600 1.52016125 .91999072 .14302817 -. 18747055 . 14302817 -.4E- 10
3.700 1.61284466 .93337410 . 12482740 -.17620872 . 12482740 .5E- 10
3.800 1.70677736 .94499685 . 10784450 -.16320526 . 10784450 -.5E- 10
3.900 1.80178965 .95498854 .09222598 -. 14901242 .09222598 .5E- 10
4.000 1.89772541 .96349065 .07806379 -. 13416491 .07806379 -.5E- 10
4.100 1.99444306 .97065124 .06539833 -. 11915520 .06539833 .6E- 10
4.200 2.09181593 .97662005 .05422370 -. 10441441 .05422370 -.5E- 10
4.300 2. 18973225 .98154420 .04449449 -.09029968 .04449449 .6E- 10
4.400 2.28809466 .98556459 .03613358 -.07708787 .03613358 -.6E- 10
4.500 2.38681946 .98881318 .02904019 -.06497524 .02904019 .7E- 10
4.600 2.48583561 .99141 100 .02309781 -.05408203 .02309781 -.6E- 10
4.700 2.58508361 .99346694 .01818133 -.04446069 .01818133 • 7E- 10
4.800 2.68451416 .99507722 .01416338 -.03610662 .01416338 -.6E- 10
4.900 2.78408699 .99632541 .01091938 -.02897006 .01091938 .8E- 10
5.000 2.88376957 .99728295 .00833152 -.02296799 .00833152 --7E- 10
5.100 2.98353591 .99800996 .00629146 -.01799544 .00629146 .9E- 10
5.200 3.08336555 .99855625 .00470202 -.01393538 .00470202 -.7E- 10
5.300 3. 18324250 .99896253 .00347800 -.01066690 .00347800 . 1E- 09
5.400 3.28315449 .99926158 .00254620 -.00807169 .00254620 -.7E- 10
5.500 3.38309212 .99947944 .00184493 -.00603861 .00184493 .1E- 09
5.600 3.48304835 .99963654 .00132312 -.00446676 .00132312 -.8E- 10
5.700 3.58301793 .99974865 .00093919 -.0032671 1 .00093919 .1E- 09
5.800 3.68299699 .99982785 .00065985 -.0023631 1 .00065985 -.8E- 10
5.900 3.78298271 .99988323 .00045887 -.00169036 .00045887 .1E- 09
6.000 3.88297307 .99992155 .00031585 -.001 19585 .00031585 -.8E- 10
6. 100 3.98296662 .99994781 .00021520 -.00083676 .00021520 .2E- 09
6.200 4.08296235 .99996561 .00014513 -.00057913 .00014513 -.8E-10
6.300 4. 18295955 .99997756 .00009688 -.00039648 .00009688 .2E-•09
6.400 4.28295773 .99998550 .00006401 -.00026851 .0000640 1 -.7E- 10
6.500 4.38295656 .99999072 .00004187 -.00017989 .00004187 • 2E-•09
6.600 4.48295581 .99999412 .0000271
1
-.0001 1922 .0000271 -.6E- - 10
6.700 4.58295534 .99999630 .00001737 -.00007817 .00001737 • 3E-•09
6.800 4.68295505 .99999770 .00001 102 -.00005071 .0000 1 102 -.4E- • 10
6.900 4.78295487 .99999858 .00000692 -.00003255 .00000692 .4E-•09
7.000 4.88295475 .99999914 .00000430 -.00002067 .00000430 -.2E--1 1
7. 100 4.98295469 .99999948 .00000265 -.00001299 .00000265 • 5E--09
7.200 5.08295464 .99999969 .00000161 -.00000807 .00000161 .6E-•10
7.300 5. 18295462 .99999981 .00000097 -.00000497 .00000097 .7E--09
7.400 5.28295460 .99999989 .00000058 -.00000302 .00000058 .2E--09
7.500 5.38295460 .99999993 .00000034 -.00000182 .00000034 • 9E--09
7.600 5.48295459 .99999996 .00000020 -.00000108 .00000020 • 4E-•09
7.700 5.58295459 .99999998 .00000012 -.00000064 .0000001 .1E--08
7.800 5.68295459 .99999998 .00000007 -.00000037 .00000007 • 6E-•09
7.900 5.78295458 .99999999 .00000004 -.00000021 .00000004 .2E-08
7.920 5.80295458 .99999999 .00000003 -.00000019 .00000003 .9E--09
12

Table III. Table of Differences for Sample Solution No. 1.
TABLE OF DIFFERENCES FOR
BETA = -. 1950000000
D2FI0) s .0551718000
1)2 03 05 U7
. U .00000000
. 1 .00649216 .006492 16
.2 .01493391 .00844 1 75 .00194960
.5 .02532379 .01038987 .00194812 -.00000148
.14 .03765835 .0 1233456 .00194468 -.00000344 -.00000196
.5 .051931 15 .0 1427280 .00193825 -.00000644 -.00000300 -.00000 104
.6 .06813153 .01620038 .00192758 -.00001067 -.00000423 -.00000123 -.000000 19
.7 .08624319 .0181 1 166 .0019 1 128 -.0000 1630 -.00000563 -.00000140 -.00000018 .00000001
.H . 10624262 .0 1999944 .00188778 -.00002350 -.00000720 -.00000156 -.00000016 .00000002
• V . 12809745 .02 185483 .00 185539 -.00003239 -.00000889 -.00000170 -.0000001
3
.00000003
1 .0 . 15 176460 .02366715 .00181232 -.00004307 -.00001069 -.00000 1 79 -.00000010 .00000003
1 . 1 . 177I8H46 .02542386 .001 75671 -.00005561 -.0000 1253 -.00000185 -.00000005 .00000005
1 .2 .20429905 .0271 1060 .00168674 -.00006998 -.0000 1437 -.00000184 •OO0000C
1
.00000006
1 .3 .23301028 .0287 1 123 .00160063 -.0000861 1 -.0000 1613 -.000001 76 .00000008 .00000007
1 .14 .26321831 .03020803 .00149681 -.00010382 -.0000 1772 -.00000159 .00000017 .00000009
1 .5 .29480030 .03158199 .001 37395 -.00012286 -.0000 1903 -.00000132 .00000027 .00000010
1 .6 .3276134
1
.03281311 .001231 12 -.00014283 -.00001997 -.00000094 .00000038 .0000001
1
1 .7 .36149440 .0338809? .00106788 -.00016325 -.00002042 -.00000044 .00000050 .00000012
1 .8 .39625978 .03476537 .00088438 -.00018350 -.00002025 .0000001
7
.0000006 .0000001
1 • V .43170667 .0354468? .00068152 -.00020280 -.00001937 .00000088 .00000072 .0000001
2 .0 .46761453 .03590786 .00046097 -.00022055 -.0000 1767 .00000 168 .ooooooto .00000008
? . 1 .50374766 .0361 3313 .0002252i' -.00023570 -.OOOU 1515 .00000254 .000000t6 .00000006
2 .2 .53985862 .0361 1096 -.0000221
7
-.00024744 -.0000 1 1 74 .00000341 .00000067 .00000001
2 .3 .57569248 .03583386 -.00027710 -.00025493 -.00000749 .00000425 .00000084 -.00000003
2 .4 .61099181 .035299 34 -.00053452 -.00025743 -.00000250 .00000499 .00000074 -.00000009
2 .5 .64550228 .03451047 -.00078887 -.00025434 .00000308 .00000558 .00000059 -.00000015
2,.6 .67897859 .03347630 -.0010341 -.00024530 .00000904 .00000596 .00000038 -.0000002
2 .7 .711 19055 .03221 196 -.00126434 -.00023018 .0000 1512 .00000608 .00000012 -.00000026
2,.6 . 74192900 .03073845 -.00147351 -.00020916 .00002102 .00000590 -.00000018 -.00000030
2 .9 .77101 120 .02908220 -.00165625 -.00018274 .00002642 .00000540 -.00000049 -.00000031
S,.0 .79828544 .02 727424 -.00180796 -.000151 7? .00003103 .00000461 -.ooooooto -.00000030
3 . 1 .82363457 .02534913 -.001925 1
1
-.0001 1715 .00003457 .00000354 -.00000106 -.00000027
5 .2 .84697828 .02334371 -.00200542'- -.0000803
1
.00003684 .00000227 -.00000127 -.0000002
I..3 .86827397 .0212956? -.00204802 -.00004260 .0000377U .00000086 -.00000140 -.00000013
5, . u .8875 16 16 .0192421? -.00205350 -.00000548 .00003712 -.00000058 -.00000144 -.00000004
J,.5 .90473453 .01721837 -.00202382 .00002968 .00003516 -.00000 196 -.00000139 .00000006
J,.6 .91999072 .0152561? -.00196218 .00006164 .00003196 -.00000320 -.00000124 .00000015
J,.7 .93337410 .0133833? -.00187280 .00008938 .00002774 -.00000422 -.000001C2 .00000022
J,.8 .94499685 .01 162275 -.001 76064 .0001 1217 .00002279 -.00000495 -.00000073 .00000028
S,.9 .95498854 .00999 16? -.00163106 .00012957 .00001741 -.00000538 -.00000043 .00000031
u .0 .96349065 .00850211 -.00148958 .00014148 .0000 1 191 -.00000550 -.00000012 .00000031
u..1 .97065124 .0071605? -.00134152 .00014806 .00000658 -.00000533 .00000017 .00000029
U,.2 .97662005 .00596881 -.001 19178 .00014974 .00000167 -.0000049
1
.00000042 .00000025
u..3 .98154420 .0049^414 -.00104467 .0001471 -.00000263 -.00000430 .00000061 .00000019
14 ,14 .98556459 .0040203? -.00090375 .00014092 -.00000619 -.00000357 .00000074 .00000013
4..5 .98881318 .0032485? -.00077180 .00013195 -.00000896 -.00000277 .00000080 .00000006
4..6 .99141 100 .00259782 -.00065077 .00012103 -.00001093 -.00000197 .ooooooto .00000001
u, 7 .99346694 .00205594 -.00054188 .00010889 -.00001214 -.00000121 .00000076 -.00000005
u..6 .99507722 .00161027 -.00044566 .00009622 -.0000 1267 -.00000053 .00000068 -.00000008
14,.V .99632541 .0012481? -.00036208 .00008358 -.00001264 .00000003 .00000057 -.0000001
5.,0 .99728295 .00095755 -.00029065 .00007144 -.00001215 .00000049 .00000045 -.0000001
5,
. 1 .99800996 .00072701 -.00023054 .0000601
1
-.0000 1 133 .00000082 .00000033 -.00000012
5,.2 .99855625 .00054629 -.00018071 .00004982 -.0000 1028 .00000104 .00000022 -.0000001
5.,3 .99896253 .00040628 -.0001400 .00004070 -.00000912 .00000 1 16 .00000012 -.00000010
5..•4 .99926 158 .00029905 -.00010723 .00003278 -.00000792 .00000120 .00000004 -.00000008
5,.5 .99947944 .00021786 -.000081 19 .00002604 -.00000674 .00000 1 18 -.00000003 -.00000007
5..6 .99963654 .00015709 -.00006077 .00002042 -.00000563 .000001 1 -.00000007 -.00000004
5..7 .99974865 .0001 1212 -.00004498 .00001579 -.00000462 .00000101 -.00000010 -.00000004
5.,8 .99982785 .00007920 -.00003292 .00001206 -.00000373 .00000089 -.00000012 -.00000001
5.,9 .99988323 .00005533 -.00002382 .00000909 -.00000297 .00000076 -.00000013 -.00000001
6..0 .99992155 .00003832 -.00001705 .00000677 -.00000232 .00000065 -.00000012 .00000001
6. , 1 .99994781 .00002625 -.00001207 .00000498 -.00000179 .00000053 -.00000012 .00000000
6.,2 .99996561 .00001780 -.00000845 .00000362 -.00000136 .00000043 -.00000010 .00000002
6..3 .99997756 .0000 1 195 -.00000585 .00000260 -.00000102 .00000034 -.00000019 .00000001
6.,4 .99998550 .00000794 -.00000401 .00000184 -.00000075 .00000027 -.000000C7 .00000002
6.,5 .9999907? .0000052? -.00000272 .00000129 -.00000055 .00000020 -.00000006 .00000001
6.,6 .999994 12 .00000343 -.00000182 .00000090 -.0000004D .00000016 -.00000005 .00000002
6.,7 .99999630 .0000021? -.00000121 .00000061 -.00000028 .0000001 1 -.OOOO0OC4 .00000000
6.,8 .99999770 .00000143 -.00000079 .00000042 -.0000002o .00000009 -.00000013 .00000002
6.,9 .99999858 .00000083 -.00000052 .00000028 -.00000014 .00000006 -.00000003 .00000000
7
,,0 .99999914 .00000055 -.00000033 .00000018 -.00000009 .00000004 -.0000000 .00000001
I
.
, 1 .99999948 .00000034 -.00000021 .00000012 -.00000006 .00000003 -.00000002 -.00000000
7.,2 .99999969 .00000021 -.0000001
3
.00000008 -.00000004 .00000002 -.0000000 .00000001
7 .3 .99999981 .00000013 -.00000008 .00000005 -.00000005 .00000001 -.00000001 -.00000000
7 .4 .99999989 .00000003 -.00000005 .00000003 -.00000002 .0000000 1 -.00000000 .00000001
7 ,5 .99999993 .00000005 -.00000003 .00000002 -.00000001 .00000000 -.0000000 -.00000000
7 ,6 .99999996 .00000003 -.00000002 .00000001 -.00000001 .00000001 .00000000 .0000000
1
7..7 .99999998 .0000000? -.00000001 .00000001 -.00000001 .00000000 -.00000000 -.00000001
7 ,0 .99999998 .00000001 -.00000001 .00000000 -.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000001
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Milne Method solutions and the Runge-Kutta solutions indicates that
both solutions are accurate to seven places of decimals.
16

7« Comments on the Methods of Solution,
As will be noted from the descriptions of the two methods given
in Appendices B and 0, the Runge-Kutta Method is self-starting, that
is, it requires only the values at the first point to be given,
whereas the Milne Five-Point Method requires six starting points.
This property of the Milne Method requires that a rather cumbersome
set of equations be used to obtain the six starting points before the
Five-Point Method proper can be used. However, this presents no
difficulty when using a high-speed digital computer. As has been
pointed out, the Milne Method produces a comparable solution with a
considerably larger step-width than that which can be used with the
Runge-Kutta Method (0.01 versus 0.001) and this means that the Milne
Method produces a solution in approximately one-tenth the time
required by the Runge-Kutta Method. Starting with an initial estimate
of f n (0) « 0.0, the Milne Method requires from three to six minutes
computing time on the CDC 1604 Computer. This difference in running
time is due primarily to the method which was used to alter the
initial estimate of f(0); namely, the value of f"(0) was altered by
a fixed increment in one particular decimal position at a time,
starting with the first decimal place and moving one place at a time
to subsequent decimal places as the solution was built up.
An attempt was made to let the solutions proceed beyond the
cut-off point once the solution to the cut-off point had been found;
that is, to let the solution continue asymptotically to higher values
of °l . It was found that this could be accomplished with the Runge-
17

Kutta Method but that it could not be done with the Milne Method.
Beyond the cut-off point, the Milne Method would proceed asymp-
totically for only a short distance and then it would depart extremely
rapidly away from the asymptote. An attempt to rectify this property
of the Milne Method was not pursued. It appears that if it were
desired to carry a solution beyond the cut-off point, as might well be
the case when dealing with the case of compressible fluids, that the
most advantageous way would be to determine the solution to the cut-





The results quoted in this report confirm the solutions of the
Falkner and Skan equation given by Hartree. The methods of solution
desoribed herein are particularly suitable for use with a modern
digital computer and the results produced are considered to be
accurate to seven places of decimals.
Extension of the methods described to the appropriate case of
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THE BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
The complete description of any general fluid motion requires a
complex system of equations consisting of
i
1 • the Navier-Stokes equations,
2. the continuity equation,
5. the equation of state, and
4. the energy equation.
In the case of incompressible fluids, the equation of state and
the energy equation are not required, and the system of equations is
reduced to the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation.
Furthermore, these latter equations are in themselves somewhat
simplified when the fluid is incompressible. The Navier-Stokes
equations for an incompressible fluid arei
zt z* ay °>* \
f
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This report is concerned with the case of two-dimensional, steady,
incompressible flow* Furthermore, it is assumed that the body forces




with the boundary conditions!
U = 0, V"=0. at ^-^ and tf->6^ as V"* 00 .
Prandtl further simplified these equations by considering the
order of magnitude of each term and then negleoting the smaller terms.
Before proceeding, it is convenient to express the equations (A-2) and
(A-4) in terms of non-dimensional quantities by referring the linear
dimensions* X and M , to a characteristic length, L , of the body about
which the fluid is flowing and by referring the velocities* U,^, and
U,, to the free-stream velocity, XJC . The kinematic viscosity,~l), is




and the pressure, -p, is made dimensionless by referring it to the
quantity £>C/. The same symbols will be used for the dimensionless
quantities as for their dimensional counterparts*









2* * in. U (A-6)
with the boundary conditions:
tt-0 , 1^-sO , at U=0 and #-*•#, *b U+<X> .
In order to compare magnitudes, it is assumed that the boundary
layer thickness, 6 , is very small oompared to the characteristic
length, L , i.e.,
5«L ,
and therefore the dimensionless boundary layer thickness, <-yL , which




Further, it may be shown [ 4] in several exact solutions of the Navier-
Stokes equations that the boundary layer thickness is proportional to
the square root of the kinematic viscosity* Thus yfa is of the
order of 0, • It is also assumed that u,, and X are of the order 1,
i.e., ll~U
l
'* 1 and X,~ 1 • Thus ^/a*** 1 a«d from the continuity




aI%^~1, *%u~Ys >^%uX ~Ygx »
Rewriting equations (A~5) and (A-6) with the orders of magnitude




Now, if the terms of order S
t
or less are negleoted, equations
(A-5) and (A-6) are reduoed tot
ax
1
2* ^ s>* (A-7)
(A-8)
§4 + ^=0 (A-9)
with the boundary conditions
x
4t=0, *r=0
, at M*0 ucA U-*tC, as y-* * .
Equation (A-8) indicates that within the boundary layer, the
pressure gradient normal to the boundary is negligible. Therefore,
since vjc/~0 • ^^h\cT''cOc an<* e °»Ufttion (A-7) ean be written*
£u Du d,p ' ^ &U,^ +/V^-^-~f1 -f-5- —
i
(A-10)
2x> Jy <** & *y '
Equation (A-10) is the non-dimensional form of the two-dimensional,
steady, incompressible flow boundary layer equation. In the
dimensional form it is:
27

The Falknor and Slcan boiuidary layer equation will now be derived
in the non-dimensional form from equation (A-10). Falkner and Slcan
[ 1 ] assumed that the velocity, U t , at the outer limit of the
boundary layer is proportional to some power, "ftv, of the length





where Q. is a constant.










Now define a non-dimensional boundary layer coordinate, "£ , and
a non-dimensional stream function, j , such that:






where f - f("l)» s function of % only. The stream function /
28

satisfies the continuity equation, (A-9), namely:
U = &t , +>m-2g . (a.,7)
The components of equation (A-14) may now be obtained from
equations (A-12), (A-15), (A-16), and (A-17), namelyi
U = U4 f , (A-18)
-M -+K+\ / **t-/ UU.
* m ^!g* + **«. . (A-20)
^£f - "'T.. f. (A-21)
•^'
:
u, & = -at^ • t*-2')
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to "£.
Substitution of these components into equation (A-14) yields,
after simplification
1
?2±L t «* + m±+L tfn + ^ (1 . f ,2) . # (A-24)
2
Multiply through by *—. and define
A m -£& . (A-25)
Equation (A-24) then becomes t
29

f tii + f f» + |3(1 - fi2) . o (A-26)
with the boundary conditions:
f - 0, f» » 0, at "I - 0, and f » -*- 1 as ^-fr-c* .
Equation (A-26) is the Falkner and Skan boundary layer equation




PROGRAMMING THE MILNE METHOD NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF THE FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION FOR THE DIGITAL COMPUTER
B1 • The Equation
.
For the purpose of notation in this section, the variables "I and
f will be denoted by x and y respectively. The Falkner and Skan
equation then becomes
:
ym + y y" + /8 (1 - y»
2
) » (B-1)
where y is a function of x only and the primes denote differentiation
with respect to x. The boundary conditions to be imposed are:
y = 0, y' - 0, at x » 0, (B-2)
y' -* 1 from below as x -*-«©, and (B-5)
y" -* from above, y ,M -* from below, as x -*•<» • (B-4)
B2. Description of the Milne Method.
The application of the "Milne Five-Point Method" [8.LC9J to
the numerical solution of equation (B-1) is illustrated below.
Rewrite the differential equation (B-1) as:
yn" - -yn yn-^( 1 -yA2 ) < B-5)
The initial conditions are:
y - y(0) - 0, (B-6)
y - y'(o) - 0, (B-7)
yj - y"(0) - an ASSUMED value, (B-8)




y " - ym (o) - -£, (B-10)
yjv - -y y " - - s/3)y; yj - o. (b-h)
A suitable step-width,
h
- *n+1 - *n ' (B
-12 )
must also be selected. The selection of a suitable value of h has
already been discussed on page 5.
STEP 1 . * Estimate values of y™ and yjM .
Milne suggests!
ym . y ..i . hyiv, and (B-15)
y. n . y.H + fa yiV . (B.l4)
In order to obtain a better, estimate, the writer preferred to extend
these equations by means of the Taylor Series expansion tot
ri\ - yi" - h yjv + h
2











Equation (B—1 1 ) gives the expression for y*v . Subsequent
differentiation yields
t
Yi - -y yj
v









6flK C • < B-18 >
Substitution of (B-17) and (B-18) and the initial conditions into
(B-15) and (B-16) yields, after simplification,
y»»
- - £ * f (2/3 - l)yj
2
- fj9 (2 - J^ )yj , and (B-19)2 5
yi»




+ £?£ (2 _ 5^ )y
.
^ (B_20)
Evaluation of equations (B-19) and (B-20) will constitute Step 1.
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STEP 2.: Estimate vaiues of y^, yj , y^ , y • , y_ <| , and y 1 in
that order as follows:
y
"i " yo - ^




















- U17^ + i6y: + *;> + f c • (B-25)
y
;
y; * 5^ yii
+ i6y
o




-1 - yo - |^ 7yil + l6yo + ylf) * f yo ' and (B-25)
y
i
- y + ^ yii
+ i6y
;
+ 7yp + f yo • < B-26 >
An indication of the accuracy of these equations may be obtained
from the remainder terms on the right-hand side of (B-25) and (B-26)
which are, respectively, IU,. - i h5 yv and lU^ « -Roe » where yv is
evaluated at some point in the interval between x
1
and x .
Evaluation of the remainder terms will not be carried out in this
solution.
STEP 5. j Evaluate y 1" and y" 1 from the differential equation,
(B-5).
STEP 4.» Using the values of y'" and y"' from Step 5, repeat
Steps 2 and 3 until no change, to the desired number of significant
figures, occurs in the calculated values. At this point, the writer
required agreement to within 1 x 10 •
STEP 5.: Estimate values of y", y', and jt as follows:
y2 " yo
+
f^'y "l " C * 5ylU) " 2h2 *? ' (B-27 >
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+ yP ' and (B-28)
y2 * yo * 3^0 * 4y1 + yP * (B~29)
STEP 6.1 Evaluate y»' from the differential equation, (B-9).
STEP 7.» Correct the values of yj, yl, and ^as follows!
y2 " yo
+ &*" + 4y "' * y2*) ' ^B-50)
y2 " yo +
^
yo * 4y 1
+ yP • ftnd (B"28)
y2 " yo * 7< yo * 4y1 + y2> • (B
"29
^
STEP 8.1 Evaluate y'M from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 9.: Using the value of y" 1 from Step 8, repeat Steps 7
and 8 until no change, to the desired number of significant figures,
occurs in the calculated values. Here the writer required agreement
to within 1 xlO"8 .
STEP 10.1 Estimate values of y%, yj«, and y « as follows:
yl2 " yo " f^i" " C " yl"> * 2h2 *tT » (B"51)
yl2 " yo " 7^-2 + 4yll + yV ' and ' (B"52)
y.2 * yo " ^
yi2 + 4yil * yi> • < B-3*>
STEP 11.: Evaluate y"' from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 12. 1 Correct the values of y%» y^2 » &nd y o aB ^°^0V8:
y
^2 * yo ' I<y-2 * *y-1
+ yo'> ' ^ B-^)




-2 yo - 1^2 * 4yll + yo> • (B"55)
STEP 15.i Evaluate y^ from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 1A.I Using the value of y"' from Step 1J, repeat Steps 12
and 15 until no change, to the desired number of significant figures,
occurs in the calculated values. Here also, the writer required
a
agreement to within 1 z 10 •
The remainder terms on the right-hand side of equations (B-27),
(B-JO), (B-51), and (B-54) are, respectively, R - + ih7 yvii ,




51 * "V ^ V " " R50 *
STEP 15. t Now regard the values calculated by the previous steps










-£-<53y MJ 288y'« - 52y'« 5y"») , (B-55)
y' - (y' -^y" -* y"')
—
^ o 15° 3 °
-
-^-(»y!p + 288y
"i - 52yJ + 5y") , and (B-56)
180 ~* -11*
4h „i h2
—2 o jr o x o
h
180 55yl2
+ 288y^ - *2y» * *yp . (B-*7)
Evaluate y'" from equation (B-5)«
y. . ( y- - la y'» H^
2
ylv )
-1 v o *o
y




(- 21y^ 9kky™ + ^J" " 11y2^ (*-&)

2
v' (v* - 1 9h v« . 11h mi\
h
2880
(- 21y^2 9A4y^ 4 iWyJ - Hyp , and (B-59)
y 1 (y - la y. I!*1 y«)
"1
° 50 ° 48 °
(-.21y^2 + 94V, + l44y' - Hyp . (B-40)2880
Evaluate y^'J from equation (B-5)
.





^A^~ 11y^2 + myl" + 944yl" * 21y2M) (B-41)
yl











21y2> • ftnd (B
"42)
yi - <ya + 1
2* yi + iir *V1 o 50 ° 48 °
Evaluate y"1 from equation (B-5)
.
v" . (v" + ~ v'" - - v*v }y2 vyo 15 yo 5 ^ '
ll^^ - 32yl'» + 288y'» * 55y2") » (B-44)
yl
. (y« + ^ v" - h y«»«)y2 vyo 15 yo 5 yo '
+





* 180°^ " 52yll + 288y1 + 55yP * (B-46)
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Evaluate y'" from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 16.1 Repeat Step 15 until no change, to the desired
number of significant figures, occurs in the calculated values. At
this stage, and at all succeeding points, the writer required agree-
ment to within 1 x 10*10 .
The remainder terms on the right-hand side of equations (B-55)»









" "^ and Rhh * " R55 *
STEP 17. s Predict y", y', and y.. as follows:











+ ft^-l + 52yo + 12yl + 52y2





+ ft^-l + 52yo + 12y i + 52y2
+ 7yp ' (B
"5°a)
STEP 18.: Evaluate y'M from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 19.: Correct the values of y", y', and y_ as follows:
yj| . y^ + ||(7y^ + 52yo" + 12y'» + 52y£" + 7yjn ) » (B-51a)
y « , y^ + ||(7y^ + 52yJ + I2yj + 52yJ + 7y£) , and (B-49a)
y
5
- y^ + ^y^ + 52y; I2y« 52y» + 7y') . (B-50a)
STEP 20.: Evaluate y'" from equation (B-5).
STEP 21«i Repeat Steps 19 and 20 until no change, to the





The remainder terms on the right-hand side of equations (B-47)








*n " C6 + f^ 11^ * 1 ^nl4 + 26C5 " 14C2 * "«l> (B^ }
yi " *U + f^n-4 + ™U 12y«_2 + 52y«_ 1 + 7yJ) (B-49 )
yn " yn-4 + f^n-4 * 52yn„5 + 12yi.2 + 52yi-1 + 7yn) (B-50)
STEP 25.: Evaluate y™ from the differential equation, (B-5).




K " ^-4 + T$1*£U + 52y«l5 + I2y»i2 + 52y»l1 + 7y»«) (B-51)
K " *n-4 + f^S-4 + ^n-5 12y«.2 + ?2y« -1 + 7yn ) (B-49)
y« - yn-4 + f|t*JU + »^ * 12*n-2 + »JUi * ?y;) (B-50)
STEP 25,: Evaluate y ,M from the differential equation, (B-5).
STEP 26.: Repeat Steps 24 and 25 until no change, to the desired
number of significant figures, occurs in the calculated values.
The remainder terms on the right-hand side of equations (B-48)
and (B-51) are, respectively, R^ = + 2-2^ Z \J yix and
R.., = \l* yJ y*x . where y*x is evaluated at some point in the
5 1 75oO
interval between Xj^ and xn_1 for R^g and between ^^ and ^ for R= 1 ,
STEP 27.: Having completed Steps 22 to 26 inclusive for n 4,
repeat Steps 22 to 26 inclusive for n - 5, 6, 7, , until such
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time as the solution is cut off.
Details of the conditions under which a solution will be cut off
are explained below under "The Program".
If a solution is cut off for being unacceptable, revise the




The procedure outlined above was programmed in Fortran language
and was used with the CDO 1604 Digital Computer. A block diagram of
the Milne Method program is given on page 42 and the complete program,
designated "Program Milne",' is given on pages 46 through 58. The
following brief explanation is given as an aid in interpreting the
block diagram and the computer program.
For a given value of the parameter /3 $ there is one solution of
the equation,
y.l. + yy' +
i
9(l. y«2) . Q, (B-1)
which satisfies the imposed boundary conditions, (B-2), (B-2)> and
(B-4), as described in section 5» Pag* 4. As has been noted, an
essential part of this solution is the value of y"(0). Conversely,
for a given value of y"(0), there is one solution and a particular
value of /3 which meets all the specified conditions . As indicated
earlier, this latter form of solution is especially of interest for
the case of boundary layer separation, for whioh it is known that
y"(0) - and the value of 8 in this case beoomes the unknown.
The problem was programmed to provide either of these forms of
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solution. That is, if the value of jS is specified, the appropriate
solution and the value of y"(0) are found. Alternatively, the value
of y"(0) may be specified, in which case the appropriate solution and
the value of pj are found.
The program is written to accept a range of values of the step-
width, h, but is designed to output the solution at intervals of
xi+1 - x^
m 0.10. This is accomplished by a loop within a loop (the
"N" loop within the "I" loop) and for this reason, the value of h
must be chosen such that the value of 0.1 0/h is an integer.
It will be noted on the block diagram that there are, in sequence,
six decisions which test the acceptability of each point calculated.
The first three are the imposed boundary conditions, and failure to
fulfil any one of these tests will result in the solution being out
off and rejected. Rejection of the solution results in an alteration
of the estimate of y"(0), (or (3 if appropriate), and the commence-
ment of a new solution. It should be noted that if y'" is initially
positive, the test y"1 t is suppressed until such time as y"' first
becomes negative.
The last three decisions apply the convergence criteria. Failure
to meet the first convergence test results in the calculation of the
next point of the solution, unless an exit is made from the "I" loop
at the test I : 101 • This latter test checks the current value of x;
if I - 101, then x 10. and the solution is rejected, the assumption
being that all solutions will converge before x - 10. Failure to
fulfil the last two convergence tests results in rejeotion of the
MO

solution. If all three convergence tests are fulfilled, the solution
is acceptable and complete
.
It will be noted that certain items in the block diagram are
marked with asterisks. The following notes are applicable.
BLOCK DIAGRAM NOTES:
* No. 1,1 The method which is used to alter the value of y"(0) or
($ , namely by definite increments, requires thatj
(i) For a given (fixed) value of ft , the initial estimate of
y"(0) must be less than the final (correct) value of y"(0).
(ii) For a given (fixed) value of y"(0), the initial estimate of
|3 must be greater than the final (correct) value of {£ .
** No. 2. j If y 1" is initially positive, this test is suppressed
until such time as y ,M first becomes negative.
*** No. 5.» The value of fi is altered if it is desired to find the
solution for a given (fixed) value of y n (0).
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BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE MILNI METHOD NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF THE FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION
• READ INPUT
/S. r , 81. B1. h
"N" LOOP JTEPS,
NO . 0.10/h
Jl - J'o * 01
( fi - /3 - 01
D1 • D1/10.
j'o y'o - oi
( fi - (3 01
STORE INITIAL VALUES











V yi* »!• *! yi'
TRANSFER
*n- 'A' 'n« yn"'
n - NO.l to N0»6
yQ Fo 01
( (9 - |3 - 01 )
REFER TO 'BLOCK DIAGRAM
NOTE" NO. 1.
REFER TO 'BLOCK DIAGRAM
NOTE" NO. 2.




To assist the reader in deciphering the program, some of the
notation used in the program is explained below.
1 • The functions listed at the beginning of the, program
(e.g. YJDRVF, THREEF, FOURF, etc.) are compact forms of the equations
used in the Milne Method. Where possible, these functions make use of
the similarity of a set of equations to reduce the number of function
definitions; e.g. the function YCORRF represents the three equations
(M9), (B-50), and (B-51).
2. The variable y is denoted in the program by both the
variables W and Y, the variable W being used in the "N" loop, the
variable Y being used in the "I" loop. The following list will
illustrate this plus the method of subscripting the variables. The
illustration is based upon a step-width, h = 0.01, i.e., the number
































































J. The meanings of some of the additional variables are given
below.
£W, DY . y'
D2W, D2Y . y"
D?W, DJY * yHI
D2Y0 • y"(o) D2Y(1)
D4WJ • 3^(0)
PD2W Predicted value of y"
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PROGRAMMING THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD NUMERICAL SOLUTION
. OP THE FALXNER AND SKAN EQUATION FOR THE DIGITAL COMPUTER
in
C1 • The Equation.
For the purpose of notation in this section, the variables *\ and
f will be denoted by x and y respectively. The Falkner and Skan
equation then becomes:
yIM + y y» + ^(1 - yt2) . Q> (q^ )
where y is a function of x only and the primes denote differentiation
with respect to x. The boundary conditions to be imposed are:
y » 0, y' - 0, at x * 0, (C-2)
y» -*- 1 from below as x-*-°°, and (C-5)
y" -*- from above, ym -»- from below, as x -*-«>. (C-4)
02. Description of the Runge-Kutta Method.
The application of the "Runge-Kutta Method" [lo} to the
numerical solution of equation (C-1) is illustrated below.
Rewrite the differential equation (C-1) as:
y
n'
" " yn yn " fi (1 " K^ " F(yn' yn' yn> (C"5)
The initial conditions are:
yo
- y(0) - 0, (0-6)
y - y'(o) - 0, (0-7)
y
B
» y"(0) - an ASSUMED value, and (C-6)





'Vl" xn' < c-9>
must also be selected. The selection of a suitable value of h has
already been discussed on page 5*
Now perform, in sequence, for n - 0, the calculations indicated
below.
F- - F(y »y\y") (c-10)
1
w n 'n *n' '
i»i - 'k * 4 h *£ + 5 h2 F1 (0
"12)





2^ - *n + \ h F2 «°-1 5)




p n n n 2 ?
y" - y + h F (0-19)
5 n n 5
h ' «f»'?*'&? (C-20)
yn+ i yn
+ h y; + 1
h2 yn + i(l Fi + F2 * F? - ? F4 ) (0-21)
y' - y» h y n * 4 h2(F, + P. + F_) (0-22)
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d yn + 2 h(F1 + 2F2 + 2F5 + V (C"25)
y 1", - F(y f »y' -.y" > (°-2/n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1
Having completed, for n » 0, the sequence of calculations
indicated by equations (C-10) to (C-24) inclusive, repeat the entire
procedure for n • 1 , 2, 5» • » until such time as the solution is
cut off. Note that equation (0-24) is, in fact, equation (C-10) for
the next set of calculations.
If a solution is cut off for being unacceptable, revise the
initial estimate of y n (0) and repeat the entire procedure outlined
above.
05. The Program.
The procedure outlined above was programmed in Fortran language
and was used with the CDC 1604 Digital Computer. A block diagram of
the Runge-Kutta Method program is given on page 65 and the complete
program, designated "Program Runge", is given on pages 65 through. 71 •
The explanation pertaining to "Program Milne" given in Appendix B
is equally applicable to "Program Runge" and will not be repeated here,
The reader is referred to page 59 for that discussion.
For the sake of clarity, the Block Diagram Notes, which apply to





* No, 1,: The method which is used to alter the value of y"(0) or
p , namely by definite increments, requires that:
(i) For a given (fixed) value of j% , the initial estimate of
y"(0) must be less than the final (correct) value of yn (0).
(ii) For a given (fixed) value of y"(0), the initial estimate of
p must be greater than the final (correct) value of {-> .
** No. 2,: If y"1 is initially positive, this test is suppressed
until such time as ym first becomes negative.
*** No. 5.: The value of {£ is altered if it is desired to find the
solution for a given (fixed) value of y"(0).
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BLOOI DIAORAM FOR THE RUNOE-UITTA METHOD NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF THE PAUNER AND SUN EQUATION
• READ INPUT




( y . y»- y£» jC )
rj - rl * ni
{$ • <S - B1 )
Dt - D1/10.
ri-yi- ""
da - /S w )
OOMPUTB (N»1) th POINT
Figure 5.
65
C /0 - |S - B1 )
• REFER TO 'BLOCE DIAGRAM
NOTE" NO. 1.
•• REFER TO "BLOOK DIAORAM
NOTE" NO. 2.
••• REFER TO "BLOCK DIAORAM
NOTE" NO. 5.

To assist the reader in interpreting the program, the meanings
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TABLES OP NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE
FALKNER AND SKAN BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATION
Numerical solutions of the Falkner and Skan boundary layer
equation,
f ifi + f f» + 0(1 - f«2) , o
with the boundary conditions
f - 0, f - 0, at % « 0, and f « -*- 1 as %-^°°,
are listed in the following tables for various values of the parameter
jS ; f is a function of % and the primes denote differentiation with
respect to *l . These solutions have been produced by the Milne Method
of solution.
Equivalence of the symbols used in the tables:
BETA « fi







DJF - f •"
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ETA OF D?F 03 F
.000 .00000000 .000 00000 .00000000 . 1938.3773
. TOO . 00 0033 1U .000994 19 .019 8 8 3 7 6 . 19833687
.200 .0002 65 1/ .003 97674 .03976700 . 19882404
.300 .00089476 .00394749 .059647 16 . 198768UU
.400 .002 12087 .01590585 .07951757 . 1986 187*
.500 .00U1U2 1 5 .024 85026 . 9 9 3 5 5 4 1 . 198 30 3 36
.600 .00715702 .035 77749 .119 16 9 6 8 . 19 77 303 1
.700 .01 13635*4 .043 681 7 2 . 1 38899 IV . 196788 12
. HOO .0 1695895 .063 5 5 34
1
.1585106 7 . 195 3464 4
.900 .024 1 39 32 .080 37803 . 17794693 . 19325759
1 .0 00 .0330 9896 .09? 1 3455 . 1 V 7 1 3 5 2 . 190 3 5*6 5
1 . 100 .04402967 .119 79 384 .2 1598583 . 18647461
1 .200 .0571 19 8
7
. 142 3 16 39 .23439 1 16 . 18 142206
1 .300 .07255350 . 1666530a .2^2225 10 . 17501555
1 .UOO .090508/" i .192 73807 .26934 307 . 16 70 7 340
1 .500 .111 156 7,:. .22049240 .28558292 . 15742638
1
.
.6 00 . 134-6 597 1 .2498194
6
. 30076657 . 1U592717
1
.
. 700 .16 1 16923 .280 604 15 .3 14702 75 . 1 3246 109
1 .800 . 190->24 66 * 3 1 2 7 1 174 .32719081 . 1 169 5758
1
,
.900 .223 7505* . 345 98 72 .33602579 .09940 197
2..000 .2600 5520 .38025501 .34700447 .07984669
2.. 100 .2998281 7 .4153197
3
. 35 393269 .05842 1 1 3
2..200 . 3 U ^ 1 3 86 .4 50 9672 7 .3586 3 337 . 5533885
2,.300 .39003338 .4 86 96 707 .360955 19 .0 109 139
2,.UOO '•?•.. 4 4 05 356 3 .5230750 7 . 360781 33 -.0 14 50280
2,.500 .47464356 .559 03763 . 3580 37V 6 -.0404048
1
2,.600 .55232969 .5945961 7 . 3 5 2 70 162 -.066267*5





.66 3)4 74 70 . 3 5444 164 -. 1 1550798
2 .900 .7U6 1 972 .695 3037 1 .32 1 76508 -. 157666 7 3
3..000 .81 74 126 1 . 72775737 . 30693890 -. 15740959
3.. 100 .89 16 9636 .75764037 .2 90380 67 -. I7U2 5028
3,.200 .96888266 . 785783 35 .27225407 -. 1B77 1797
3,.30 1 .04879052 .812052 18 .25295803 -. 19758 157
3,.UOO 1 .13 12 2 7 3 .835 34834 .23236386 -.2 36 6 696
5,.500 1 .2 1599237 .8536 1 100 .2 12 38104 -.20596825
3,.600 1 .3028809 .873 8 170 6 . 19 17 726V -.2046 1 155
3,.700 1 .39 168763 .895 97982 .17151+165 -. 19987 409
3,.BOO 1 .4822103 .91314635 .15 19 18 3 -. 192 13485
3 .900 1 .57425290 .92 7 39364 .133 19915 -. 18 136 35 3
L,.000 1 .66762844 .93982397 .115 6 12 17 -. 1695-'763
U,. 100 1 .7621 6117 .95055963 .0993299V -. 15586027
u . 200 1 .8576 8842 .95973744 .034470 1
7
-. 1U123016
It,.300 1 .9540 6 160 .96750327 .07 10 9676 -. 126 2 1428
u,
• UOO 2 .05 1 IU70 1 .974 006 38 .06922468 -. 11 127 598
u..500 2 . 1 4 BS 25 88 .97? 39734 .04882576 -.0 9680928
4..600 2 .246994 1
9
.9838 1 ;05 .03983647 -.08 312961
u..700 2 .34556197 .987 4 086 1 .0 321667
1
-.0704 707 1
u..BOO 2 .MU445240 .990 29248 .02670 3 1 -. 05898*08
4 .900 2 .54360078 .992 5854 . ? 3 2 6 8 -.04876376
5..0 00 2 .6429 532 1 .994 38964 .01590758 -.0398 1814





s. 10.0 2. 7424654 1 .99579465 .0 123208 1 -.03212053
5. 2 00 2. 8 U 2 1 1 4 1 .995 87746 .009444 16 -.02560 144
s. 300 2. 9 '4 1 8 3235 .997 70336 .007 16443 -.020 164 30
5. 400 3. 4 1 6 3535 .9933268 1 .00537899 -.0 156961 1
5. 500 3. 1U 1 492U7 .993 79259 .00399693 -.0 120 7 646
5. 600 3. 241 $898 3 .99? 1 5700 .0029 3 9 M
4
-. 09 18483
5. 700 3, 34 $1680 .99938906 .0021 5955 -.00690602
s. 80 3. 44 2653'3 .99957163 .00 154136 -.005 1339 1





64 2045 7 .999 79539 .00077565
.00054 182
-.00274295
6. ,74 1 875 6 .9 79 86062 -.00 197 164
6..200 3 .84 1 1 760 i .9 99 9 0597 .000 374 63 -.00 140 16 1
6,,300 .94 16829 .999 937 17 .00025638 -.00098547
6. 400 4,.04 16314 .99995843 .0001 7368 -.0006853?
6.,500 4. . 14 1 5974 .999 972 76 .0001 164
5
-.00047 14 1
6.,600 .**<.24 1 15753 .999 982 52 .00007729 -.00032077
6. 700 •4,.34 1 156 10 . 99P9 '.863 .00005078 -.0 00 2 159 1
6. 800 4..44 1 155 1.i . 999 992 76 .0000 5$ 2 -.000 14 377
6,,900 4..54 1 546 .999 99544 .0000 2 126 -.00009471
7..000 4 .64 1 1 54 24 .999997 15 . 13 54 -.00006173
7. 100 4 .74 1 1540 1 .99999824 .00000854 -.00003981
7. 200 4. . B4 1 1 5387 .; . 999 99892 .00000533 -.00002540
7
.
300 4,.94 1 5 3 7' . 999 ?99 54 .0 0000 33 -.0000 1603
7. UOO 5 .04 1 15374 .99999960 .00000202 -.0000 100 1
7. 500 5. . 14 115 3 7 1 .99999976 .00000 122 -.000006 19
7, 600 5..24 1 1 5 36 9 . 999 999 86 .0000 00 7 3 -.00000 379
r« 700 5 .34 1 5 3 6 8 . 99? 999 > 1 .000000 4 4 -.0 000 22 9
7.,800 5 .44 I 1536 7 .9 99999 >5 .0000(10? 6 -.00000 1 38
7. 900 5,.54 1 1 5 36o .99999997 .000000 1 -.00000082
B. 000 5..64 1 1 5366 . 99999998 .00000009 -.00000048
B, 100 5..74 1153 6
6
.99999999 .00000005 -.00000029
8. 200 5 .84 1 1 5366 .999 99999 .00000003 -.000000 1 7
8, 2 10 5 .85 1 15366 .99999999 .00000002 -.00000014
74






ETA OF 02F D3F
1.000 .00000000 .00300000 .08567 7 70 . 19000000
1, 100 .0 004 60 1 A .00-? 5 1992 .10467765 . 18993460
.200 .0017672V .02094902 . 12 3680 1 1 . 1896 7 338
.3 00 .0047 1117 .0342546
1
. 14 2622 1 1 . 18910514
4.400 .00888124 . 049 46088 . 16 14866 5 . 1881009V
<.500 .0 146 660 5 .06654768 . 18022294 . 186 5 154 1
*.600 .02225294 .0854 990 . 174 76500 . 184 18798
4 . 700 .03 13 27 24 .10527146 .2 1 703006 . 1807U 594
4.800 .0435715 4 . 123 89246 .2 349 1 76 5 . 17660 7 76
1.900 .0 5766458 . 153 25847 .25230889 . 17098 77 6
! . 000 .0 7'i 2 80 1 7 .17933313 .26906640 . 16 470 32 3
1. 100 .07 35 858
1
.20704547 . 20,50 44 R9 . 158 17 747
1 . 200 . 1 1 5 7 4 9 i .235 308 1 . 40004256 . U466289
1 . 300 . 14089562 .2670 15 76 . 4 1 49 44 4 . 13222 587
1..400 . 1 69 1 88 18 .2 99 044 1 . 346420 79 . 1 1778227
1. 500 .20074365 . 3322.4838 .33 739 175 . 10 129684
1 . 600 .2 356715 - .36646403 .3466 127 3 .08279696
1..7 00 .27406402 .4 01 50605 . 3 5388 72
5
.06238289
1 ,.8 00 .31599356 \U 57 1 7 04 5 . 4590 4 165 .04023589
1
.
900 .3615 1 150 .47324577 .361 8 8 5 4 7 .0 1662 550
2. 000 .41064628 .509 4 6683 . 3 6 2 3 17 17 -.008 100 7 4
2. . 100 .463402 16 .5456 16 10 .36024 2 75 -.0 3347968
2..2 00 .5197 583 '• .58,1 4502 4 .55 56 1 46 3 -.05906476
2. 300 .57966852 .61665405 . 34844304 -.084 2 3 128
2. 400 .6430610" .651 036 38 .548 8 0060 -. 108ii0067
2. 500 .7098 5767 . 6 8 4 3 3 6 Q 4 . 32681636 -. 1 407 6 72 3
2,.600 .7778 84 6 7 .7 16 52785 .3 126800 7 -. 15 1 54 82 8
2. 700 .85305486 . 746 80845 .2766 572 7 -. 1690 152 1
2..800 .9271 700 7 . 7 73 60 154 .27898243 -. 18 55 2 367
2..900 .0041 140 5 .802 56229 .2600491
1
-. 17453735
3,.000 1 .08963775 .827 58074 .24Q19776 -.20185784
3, 100 1 . 17 456277 .85358376 .2 1980504 -.2054 1632
3..200 .2 596 8609 .5 71 53568 . 19923748 -.20627585
3,.300 . 347801 7 4 .893 4 375 3 . 1 7845757 -.201 7 1400
3..4 00 .'i 4 7 7064 1 .907 32485 . 15899889 -. 17500902
3,.500 .52720175 .92226433 . 15974 725 -. 1856 1617
3..600 .62209744 . v 5 3 4 4 9 4 6 .12 17 4 7 5 -. 17403929
3..700 .7 162 136 5 .94569557 . 105194 16 -. 16C8 1982
3..8 00 1.811 58276 .955434 47 .00.94,2 100 -. 1466O590
3..900 .90745 1 7 1 .96*70862 .0 757 1 185 - . 15 16 2 4 11
1*..000 i>. 00428082 .771 6 66 69 .06 34 747 7 -. 1 166 5 568
4.
. 100 >. 10 1 7 4615 .77745771 .05256959 -. 10 20 1449
4 .200 ;>. 1977 48 5M .78? 228 57 .04 50 72-7 3 -.0 840 5 55 5
u..300 ;>. 2 9 8 1 62 4
6
.985 1 1 75 4 .0 44 72 7 16 -.07502957
4 .'too ;>.396 >5086 . 7 8 9 2554 3 .02802939 -.06312367
4,,5oo ;>. 4 9 57 924 > .971 76107 .°2226l40 - . 52 4 4 6 4 7
u .600 ; >. .59527157 ,974 7't 1 1 7 .0 1747764 -.04304033
4.,7oo ;>. 6947 26 36 .99528985 .0 1 56 1 1 52 -.0 44 47 4 18
4 .800 ;>.7943 1789 . 995 4 88 . .0 104 7890 -.02794747
4 .900 >. 8940 1474 .997 40688 .00798420 -.022 12229
5 .ooo ;2.99379187 .795 1 05 1 1 .006020 7 4 -.0 1 7 30 482
(continued on next page)
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.99362556 .0044 9350 -.01337930
5.,200 3. , 19 35 125 1 .999 1357 .00331921 -.0 1022527
5, , 300 3.,29342887 .99729878 .002426 6
5
-.0 077 2 56 1
5.,400 3.,39336968 .99950628 .00 1 7509 3 -.00577095
5..500 3,,49332820 .999 65570 .00125 760 -. 00426239
5,,600 3.,59329940 .99?76220 .0008914
9
-.00 31 1 30 4
5.,700 3.,69 32 f959 .99983733 .00062551 -.002246 39
5,,800 3..79*266 1
1
.999 88979 .0004 34 4 2 -.00lo0598
5.,900 3.,89325701 .999 926 05 .00029 8 6
3
-.00 1 13454
6..000 3.,99325094 .9 ?9 95086 .00020 320 -.00079274
6.
. 100 4.,093 2 4 6 9
2
.999 96766 . 1 3 6 3 6 -.000 54 790
6.,200 U, , 19324429 .99997892 .00009 1 24 -.000 3745°
6.,300 4,,29324258 .999 986 39 . 00006 02
1
-.0 00 25 33 3
6,,400 U. 3 9 324148 .999 99 1 30 . 3 ? 3 3 -.00016949
6.,500 u.,49324078, .0999944
?
.0000254 3 -.000 1 12 18
6.,600 4.,59 3240 3*1 .999 99654 .0 000 162 8 -.0 000 7 34 6
6. 700 4,,69 321(006 .99999785 .0000 103 -.00004759
6. 800 4.,79 32 398 / .999 998,') f . 000647 -.0000 305 1
6. 900 4.,8932397
?
. 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 .00 000 4 0.2 -.0000 1935





7. 100 5.,09323968 .999 99970 . 00000 1 50 -.00000754
7. 200 5. , 19 32 39 60 ». 999 999 82 .0000009 1 -.000OQ463
7. 300 5.,29*2 396b . 9 9 9 9 9 c> 8 9 .0(1000054 -.00000282
7. 400 5. , 39323964 .99999993 .000 3
2
-.00000 170
7. 500 5.,4 932 3963 .999 99996 . n 1 9 -.00000 101
7. 6 00 5.,59323963 .999 99997 .0000 01 -.00000060
7. 700 5.,69323963 .99999998 . 00 6 -.000000*6
7. 800 5.,79323962 .99999998 . 00 4 -.0000002 1
7. 900 5.,89323962 .999 999 >9 . 00000002 -.0 00000 13
8. 000 5.,99 32 3962 , 9 ?9 99999 .0000000 1 -.00000008
8. 100 6.,09 32 39 6 2 .99999999 .0000000 -.00000006
B. I 10 6. , 1032 39 62 .999 99999 .00000000 -.00000002
16

FALKNER AMD SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = -. 1800000000
D2F(0) = . 1286362000
ETA F DF P2F 05F
*.000 .00000000 .00300000 . 12863620 . 18000000
i. 100 .0006 73 18 .013 76382 .14663175 . 17966 7 19
i.200 .0028 1265 .029 32541 . 164 59 792 . 17936225
1.300 * 0065 9805 .04668072 . 18249 176 . 17340 367
4.1+00 .0122 0825 .065 81952 .2002570 1 . 1767754 1
4.500 .01982086 .086 72540 .2 1 78 19 7 7 . 1 74 82 879
.600 .0298 1143 .109 3 7 3 7 3 .2 350878 5 . 17086537
<.700 .04 1 75255 . 133 729 )5 .23178749 . 16626 107
4.800 .0 564 128 1 . 1597476! .26829624 . 1602 7 1 18
4.700 .07 37554?' . 187 3 8671 .28396024 . 16273725
1,.000 .09 39-) 704 .21651 176 .278 786 7 2 .
l
U3u9u9u
1 .. 100 . 1 17 10562 .24709021 . 3 1257756 . 13240 34 3
1 ,.200 . 14 33991
8
.27899107 . 32 5202 15 . 1 19 35 580
1 . 300 . 17274359 .312 08380 .336401 38 . 104 27 020
1 ,.4 00 .2058506 7 .3462 17 74 .34 599 2 66 .08720 1 17
1
. 500 .2422 16 17 .381 22206 .38 3776 1 3 .068 15025
1..600 .2821 17 7 7 .41690 6 3
6
.35956182 .04727526
1 ,.700 .32 56 1 3 \ 7 .48306207 . 36 3 1 7 764 .0 24 7768 3
1 ,. aoo .37273842 i489464 66 . 36447786 .00 102 148
1 ,.9 00 .4235064 > .525 8767 1 . 36 3 35 164 -.02366009
2..000 .4 777 05 8/' . 562 05179 .359731 16 -.04 878 00 3
2,. 100 .5359 00 5 3 .57773915 . 35359871 -.0 73806 3 1
2 ,.200 .59 74 29 1
1
.63? 689 00 . 3 4 4 9 9 224 -.098 16157
2..300 .6624 056 ! .666 65829 . 3 34006 72 -. 12124725
2. , 4 .730720:; 8 .6994 1667 . 32080487 -. 14 247 172
2..500 .8022 4 15 . 733 752 34 . 30559497 -. 16 128078
2 . 600 .8 768 IM'i . 763 47763 .26064555 -. 177 18808
2..700 .9542780 •; .78343378 .2 7026 72 8 -. 1 8980 308
2,.MOO 1 .0 3444067 . R 1-4 4 94 88 .25080388 -. 19868408
2..900 1.1171 1078 .83357053 .23061793 -.204204 1 1
3,.000 1 .2020 86 79 .863 60722 .2 1008642 -.205858 17
3.. 100 1 .289 1 6367 .88D5H830 . 1895668 1 -.2 376 109
3..200 1 .378 1 3652 .893 582 80 . 16940 358 -. 198786 18
3..3 00 1 .46880396 .9 1*49 126 . 149906 17 -. 1907 1577
3,.uoo 1 .560/7124 .92-5 54 4 89 . 1 3 134 148 -. 1802 1 54 8
3..500 1 .65445287 .94379795 . 1 1392680 -. 16780467
3..600 1 .7490 749 1 .951 8 74 1 1 .09782615 -. 15402555
3,.700 1 . H 446 76 3 ? .9634 1070 .08 31474 1 -. 1 374 1 372
8..800 1.94111059 .963 05 34 5 .0679 54 84 -. 12447205
3,.900 2.0 3824558 .<? 7445 1 34 .05825095 -. 1076497
1
1*..000 2. 1 359 6430 .97975233 .04800 765 -.09532726
u
,
. 100 2.2 34 16426 .984 099 57 .839 15863 -.03 160809
u
,
.200 2. 33275689 .987 62 748 .03161 171 -.0 69 3 1 68 9
n
.
. 300 2.4 3 1 6666
3
.9734/, 144 . ? 5 2 5 6 2 5 -.05 777 728
4..400 2.53082982 .99? 7 14 39 .0 19770 5? -.04792672
u..500 2.6 30| 9 38 1 .99448700 .0 166282 8 -.0 39 12612
u..600 2.72971416 .9958673 1 .0121041 6 -.03 15562 1
4
. 700 2.8293 5 6 4 3 .996 93109 . 9 2 7 P 2 6 -.0 25 14 336
4,.800 2.929091 ?< .997 74250 .00 70 3.676 -.0 1760 59 8
4,.900 3.0288 9832 .99335506 . 6 2 8 6 2 7 -.01541685
s,.000 3.1287578
U
. 993 81275 .00372778 -.0 1 186 172
5.. 100 3.22865690 .999 15 123 .00288905 -.00902231




5,,2 0.0 3, . 3 2 8
'
>8506 .99939898 .002 10 327 -.00678460
5,,300 3.. 4?0'i3443 .999 57847 .00 15 1556 -.0 050 4 4U2
5.,400 3..5? 8't9907 .99? 707 18 .00 10 3092 -.0037086?
5..500 5,.62 8' t f462 .999 79854 .00076306 -.00269624
5,.600 3.. 7 2 8' i 5 7 8 7 .999862 f2 .0005 33 19 -.00 17 585 7
3. . 700 3 ,823ti 'i 6 5 1 .999907 3 5 .00036878 -.00 1 37 849
5,.800 5,.928'i3888 .99993308 .00025247 -.00096951
s,.900 4 .0281i3380 .999 989 1 .000 17 109 -.00067445
6,.000 4 .128'»3046 .999 9,' 5 12 .000 1 14 76 -.000464 1 1
6.
. I00 4..22 8;i282 ( .99998255 .00007620 -.00031597
6..200 4 ,.32 8' 1 2 6 8 6 .999V 88 78 .00005008 -.00021273
6. 300 4 . 4 23)i°S76 .999 99285 .0000 37 5 8 -.000 14 172
6. UOO u. 5281 i25i-; .99999549 .000020 98 -.00009340
6. 500 u, 6?3>- i 2 5 ! . 999 99 r 1
8
.0000 1 558 -.0 000 6 090
6, 600 4..728'-^2480 .999 9982 5 .0000084 4 -.00003929
6. 700 u..3 28)^466 .99999893 .0000052 7 -.0 000 2 50 8
6. 800 4. 9 2 8- 2458 .99999935 . 00 32 6 -.0000 1 584
6. 900 5..0 281^2453 .99999961 .00000200 -.00000989
7. 00 5.,128' > 2 4 4 ; .99999976 .00000121 -.00000612
7. I00 5. . 2 28Lt 2 4 4 8 .999999 $6 .0000OQ7? -.00000 374
7. 200 5. 3 2 8'^2447 .999 9999
1
. 4 3 -.00000226





UOO 5..528' 2445 .99999997 .000000 15 -.00000079
7. 500 5..628'l?440 . 999 99998 .00000003 -.00000046
r. 600 5. 728'12448 .999 99999 .00000005 -.00000026
7. 700 5.,823' 21' 4 8 . 99999999 .00000002 -.000000 14
7. 7 20 5, . 8 U 8 1\2MhS .999 99999 .0000000? -.0000001?
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FALKNER ANC SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = -. 1600000000
D2F(0) = .1907798400
ETA F OF D2F D3F
.00300000 . 1907798U .16000000
.01967777 .20677119 .15973403
.041352 35 .22270536 .15882916
.06+4 14 56 .23851012 .15711703
.08904710 .25409597 .15442080
.11522288 .26935543 .15055879
.14290313 .28416281 .14584 937
.172 0356 1 .29637452 .1386 17 1"-$
.20255285 .31183006 .13070046
.231*37058 .32435360 .11996049
.26738630 .33575 779 .10779095
.30147826 .34584552 .09362899
.33550485 .3544 1682 .07746600
.37230447 .36127381 .05935806
.403 696 16 .36622733 .0 394 3490
.44548085 .36910719 .01790655
.48244352 .36976533 -.00493347




.66171689 .33736862 -.12329 365
.69+80194 .32398718 -.14399511
.72544896 .30864649 -.16239202
'.7554 7439 .29 160 183 -.17800055
.78+72247 .27315255 -.19042764
.81106916 .25363181 -.199 39 3^7
.83542493 .73339476 -.20475009
.85773622 .21280265 -.20648499
. 8779855H .19221391 -.20472464
.89619039 .17196591 -.19972223
.91240039 .152 365 55 -.19 1840 13
.92669402 . 1 '.367904 -.1815254?
.939 174 00 .110 12478 -.16928165
.94996233 .09986930 -.15563907
.959 19499 .08502600 -.14 112429




.987 13168 .03262822 -.07088466




.99366667 .0 1259998 -.03256965
.995 77521 .00 96 799 3 -.0260 187 1
.99762266 .00 73604 2 -.02054 165





.999 36132 .00222020 -.00710796
(continued on next page)
1.000 .00000000
4. 100 .0009 8056
<.200 .00402879
.300 .00 9 3 0396
i.4 00 .0 1696405
i.500 .02716484
.60 .0400 5°. 7 )
.700 .0 5579389
i.800 .0 745 1209
4.9 00 .096 3 4 7 6 -)
1 . 000 .12 14 2 6 16
1.. 100 . 14986098
1 ,.200 .18 1 7 82 99
1 . 300 .2 1718774
1..400 .2 562 336 4
1 ,.5 00 .29894007
1 ,.600 .345 3 3576
1.
. 700 .3954 27 14
1 ,.8 00 ,4U 9 1 974
1 . 900 .50660571;
2,.000 .56758697
2, . 100 .6 320 32 M
2..200 .69988928
2..300 .7709 64 6
1
2,.400 .84512499
2,.500 .97 22 002 1
2.,600 1 .00200606
2..700 1 .0^434764
2,.800 1 . 1690 22 8/.
2..900 1 .2 55826 1 1
3,.000 1 .3445 8 179
3,. 100 1 .43499766
3,.200 1 .52696796
3,. 300 1 .6707759^
3..400 1 .7147 46 3 6










4..400 2.694 7 123 8
4,.500 2.794 3 8686
4,.600 2.89405866
4,.700 2. 9° 38 54 5
3
4,.800 3.093706 1 1
u




BETA - -.16 (continued)
5. . 100 3..3934691
1
.99955101 .00160372 -.00529852
5.,200 3.,49343140 .999 687 36 .001 14662 -.00390562
5.,300 3.,59 314 052 7 .99978439 .00081 14 7 -.00284694
S.,400 3..69338733 .99985272 .00056844 -.00205235
5,.500 3..7933 75 13 .99990036 .000394 16 -.00146331
5.,6 00 3..89336691 .99993324 .00027054 -.00103193
5,,700 3,.99356143 .99995569 .000 18380 -.0007 1982
s,,800 4.,09335781 .99997088 .00012361 -.00049668
5..900 4. , 19335544 .999 98 104 .00008229 -.00033902
6,.000 4.,29335390 .99998778 .000054 2 3 -.00022892
6, . 100
.200





6. 4..49335229 -.00010 107
6..300 4..59335190 . 999 996 9 1 .00001460 -.00006608
6,,U00 4..693 35165 .999 99808 .00000924 -.00004275
6..500 4,.79335150 .99999882 .00000579 -.00002737
6..600 U..89335140 .99999928 .00000359 -.0000 1733
6..700 4,.9933 5135 .99999956 .00000220 -.0000 1086
6.,800 5..09 33513 1 .99999974 .00000 134 -.00-000674
6,,900 5..19335129 .999999H4 .ooooooai -.0000041
3
7..000 5,.29335128 .99999990 .00000048- .-.00000251
7.
. 100 5..39*35127 .99999994 .00000028 -.00000 151
7.,200 5..49335 127 ,.9 99 99996 .00000017 -.00000090
7.,300 5..59335126 .99999998 .00000010 -.00000053
r.,400 5..69335126 .99999998 .00000006 -.00000031
7,,500 5..79335126 .99999999 .00000003 -.00000018
7.,600 5.,89335126 » .99999999 .00000002 -.00000010
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FALKNER AND SK^N EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = -. 1UOOOOOOOO
D2F(0) = .2397359400
ETA F DF 02F D3F
«,000 -00000000 .00300000 .23973594 . 14000000
4 . 100 .00122201 .02467327 .25372299 . 13960472
4.200 .004981 1
7
.05374184 .26762679 . 13830644
«,300 .01 14 1646 .078 19258 .28 13484 1 . 13593203
4,400 .02066498 . 10700159 .29477146 . 13230565
4,500 .03286086 . 137 13247 .30776202 . 12725393
4,600 .04813387 . 16353457 .32016924 . 1206 124 7
4,700 .06660795 .201 14134 .3 3 1826 5 8 . 1 1223362
4,800 .08839952 . 2 3*86890 .34255395 . 10199552
4,900 . 1 1 46 156V .26761479 .35216078 .0898 1211
1..000 . 14235238 .30525714 .360450 14 .0 7564 360
1. . 100 . 17469230 .341 65429 .36722383 .05950695
\.,200 .21070304 .37364493 • .37228362 .04148558
1..300 .25043509 .41604896 .37546329 .02173727
1.,400 .29392006 .45366917 .37658634 .00049952
1..500 .34 1 1690 7 .491 29337 .37552408 -.02190889
1..600 .39217141 .52369783 .372 17869
,
,-.04509084
1,.700 .44689360 .565 65 1 13 .36649564 -.06857912
1..800 .50527878 .6019 1882 .35847007 -.09185020
1..900 .56724676 .637 26865 .348 15 152 -. 1 1434340
2..000 .632691442 .6 71 4 7617 . 33564646 -. 13546488
2, . 100 .70149686 .70+33044 .32111830 -. 1547 1487
2,.200 .77350898
.
.735 63959 .30478450 -. 1715 167 3
2..300 .84856766 .76523597 .28691084 -. 18544531
2.,400 .92649441 .79298058 .26780295 -. 196 15 249
2..500 1.00 70 984 5 .81376656 .24779556 -.20340754
2,,600 1 .0901 7998 .84252142 .22724000 -.2071 1043
2..700 1. 17553375 .86'+ 208 12 .20649084 -.20729675
2..800 1.26295256 .88382464 . 185892 4 3 -.204 13376
2..900 1.35223069 .901 40238 .16 5 7 6 6 2? -. 19790795
3..000 1 .4431671 I .91700328 . 14640015 -. 18900519
3,. 100 1 .53556838 .93071597 . 1280392
1
-. 17788547
3..200 1,62925104 .942 65 124 . 1 10880 1
3
-. 16505435
3..300 1 .72404363 .95293696 .09506797 -. 15 103377
3..400 1 .8 197 88 10 .961 71290 .08069596 -. 136 3 34 38
3..500 1.91634076 .96? 12566 .06780782 -. 12143 152
3..600 2.01 357275 .97332392 .05640233 -. 10674614
3..700 2.111 36996 .98345425 .04643948 -.09263159
3..800 2.20963271 .98*65755 .03784 76 1 -.07936639
3..900 2.30827499 .98306630 .0 3053 107 -.067 15261
U,.000 2.40722356 .99380254 .02437768 -.0 56 1 1907
u,
. 100 2.5064 1678 .99297655 .01926576 -.04632838
4..200 2.6058034 1 .99+68624 .01507033 -.0377864
1
4,.300 2.7053414 1 .996 17 06 .0 1 166815 -.03045332
4..400 2.80499665 .997 04 2 39 .0089L' 182 -.02425486
4..500 2.90474 178 .99782431 .00678260 -.01909318
4,.600 3.004555 13 .9934 1453 .00509234 -.0 1465662
U..700 3. 1044 1972 .99385551 .00 3784 35 -.0 1 142794
4,.800 3.2043224! .99? 18 163 .00278370 -.00869083
u..900 3.30425314 ,99?42036 .00202682 -.00653488
5,.000 3.40420430 ,99?59334 .00146074 -.00485883
(continued on next page)
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BETA - -.14 (continued)
5., 100 3,.5041 7019 .99971741 .00104208 -.00357251
s.,200 3,.60414659 .99980550 .00073587 -.00259773
5,.300 3..7041 3042 .99986741 .00051437 -.00186818
5..400 3,.8041 1944 .99? 9 104/" .00035590 -.00132884
5..500 3..9041 1207 .99994013 .00024377 -.00093493
s..600 4,.00410715 .999 96034 .00016527 -.00065067
5,.700 4,. 10410392 .99997398 .000 1 1092 -.00044795
5,.800 4..20410180 .99998310 .00 00 7 569 -.00030508
5..900 4,.304 10043 .99998912 .00004847 -.00020555
6..000 4,.4 04 9956 .99999306 .00003155 -.0001 3f02
6,
. 100 4,.50409900 .99999562 .00007033 -.00009036
6,.200 4,.60409865 .99999726 .0000 1277 -.00005896
6..300 4.,70409843 .99999830 .000008 17 -.00003807
6.,400 4..80409830 .99999875 .000005 12 -.00002432
6.,500 4,,9040982 1 .99999946 .00000317 -.0000 1 537
6.,600 5..00409816 .99^99961 .00000194 -.0000096 1
6.,700 5, . 1040981 3 .99979977 .000001 18 -.00000594
6.,800 5..2040981 1 .999 999 8 6 .00000071 -.00000364
6.,900 5..3040 98 10 .99999991 .00000042 -.00000220
7.,000 5..40409810 .99999975 .0000002 5 '-.00000 132
7. , 100 5.,50409809 .99999997 .000000 14 -.00000077
7.,200 5.,60409809 ,99999998 .00000008 -.00000045
7.,300 5.,70409807 .99999978 .00000004 -.00000025
7.,400 5,,80409809 .99997799 .00000002 -.00000013








FALKNER AMD SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION!
BETA = -. lOOOOOOOOO
D2F(0) = .3192697500
ETA F DF 02F D3F
».000 .00000000 .00100000 .31926975 . 10000000
4. 100 .00 16 130 1 .03242645 .32924875 .09936377
.200 .0065 183V .06584540 .33909679 .09735607
(.300 .01481451 . 1032.3664 .34866934 .09382990
.400 .02659697 . 13556480 .35780748 .08864562
1.500 .04195699 . 171 77793 .36633902 .08167875
<.600 .060^7975 .20380628 .37408042 .07282866
4.700 .083 74249 .245 56128 .38083969 .06202829
i.800 . 1 1031265 .28*93493 .38642023 .04925417
4.900 . 14074586 .32379949 . 39062567 .03453644
1,.000 . 17508403 .36300787 .39 3265 7 5 .01796798
1,. 100 .21335340 .40239452 .394 16293 -.00028813




1 ,.400 .35 174094 .51973145 .38496794 -.06242 106
1..500 .4056276 1 .55787970 .37763224 -.084 30 104
1 ,.600 •46328P78 .595 185 12 .368 1 1430
, 7. 10596799
1.. TOO .52462932 .63143148 .35646373 -. 12688190
1,.800 .58953280 .6654101 1 .34273192 -. 14649 143
1 ,.900 .65786254 .699 92 5 36 .32722666 -. 16425985
2..000 .72946316 .7 31 79997 .3 1000788 -. 17969245
2,, 100 .804 1626 3 .761 87995 .29138053 -. 19236546
2,.200 .88 17 7508 l .793 03889 .2716 3846 -.20194017
2..300 .96210320 .8 15 18 119 .25 1 10312 -.20820229
2..400 1 .04494198 .84324431 .2 30 1 I 18
1
-.2 1 105454
2,.500 1,. 13008177 .862 199 70 .20900487 -.2 1053142
2..600 1..21731179 .88205247 . 188 1 123 1 -.20679360
2..700 1 .30642338 .89383975 .167744 24 -.2001 1616
2..800 I .3972 1308 .91562802 . 148 17829 -. 1908699 I
2,.900 1 .4894 8540 .929 509 36 . 12964 1 18 -. 17949742
3,.000 1,.58305515 .941 59709 . 1 12 33046 -. 16648582
3,. 100 1 .677C4934 .952 0209 1 .09638135 -. 15233897
3..200 1 .77340856 .963 92 187 .08 138400 -. 13755087
3..300 1 .86988787 .96844747 .06887 76 3 -. 12258249
3..400 1 .96705719 .97+ 74706 .05735980 -. 10 734318
3,.500 2 .064801 32 .97996773 .04723978 -.09367768
3..600 2 . 1630 1950 .984 2509 1 .03859596 -.08035879
3..700 2 .26162470 .98772964 .03 1 13 309 -.06803544
3.,800 2 .360342 7
1
.99352652 .02493968 -.05698547
3,.900 2 .4597 1099 .99275252 .01974472 -.04712206
U,.000 2 .55907748 .994 5062 7 .0 1547375 -.03850279
4.
. 100 2 .6585 99 3 9 .99587397 .01200391 -.03109007
4,.200 2 .75824190 .99592983 .00921738 -.02481207
4,.300 2 .85797706 .99775670 .00700634 -.0 1957323
It,.400 2 .95778270 .99334707 .00827225 -.0 1526386
It,.500 3 .057641 38 .993804 12 .00392694 -.0 1 176815
u..600 3 . 15 75 395 V .99? 14290 .00289555 -.00397082
4,.700 3 .25 74 6696 .999 39149 .0021 1318 -.00676 193
It,.800 3 .35 74 1562 .99957205 .00 152673 -.00504030
It,.900 3 .45737968 .999 70138 .00 109190 -.00371550
5,.000 3 .55735475 .999 79429 .0007 7 30 4 -.00270883
(continued on next page)
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BETA - -.10 (continued)
5. , 100 3,,65733763 .99985940 .00054177 -.00195333
5,,200 3.,75 73259-! .99990482 .00037587 -.00139323
5.,500 3.,8573181 3 .99993617 .00025814 -.00098298
s.,400 3..95731? 88 .99995761 .00017551 -.00068605
5.,500 4,,05730942 .999972 I 1 .0001 18 12 -.00047368
5,,600 'k, , 15730715 .99998183 .00007870 -.00032355
5.,700 4.,25730568 .999 9882 7 .0000519 1 -.00021865
5,,000 4,,35730473 .99999250 .00003389 -.000 14619
5..900 k.,457304 13 .99999575 .00002191 -.00009671
6.,000 4.,55730375 .99999702 .0000 1402 -.00006330
6.
, 100 h..65730351 .999998 15 .00000888 -.00004099
6.,200 4,,75730336 .99999886 .00000557 -.00002627
6.,300 4,.85730327 .99999930 .00000346 -.0000 1666
6,,400 4..95730322 .99999958 .00000? 1
3
-.00001046
6.,500 5,.05730318 .99999974 .00000129 -.00000650
6.,600 5. . 15730316 .99999984 • .00000078 -.00000400
6.,700 5,.25730315 .99999991 .00000047 -.00000243
6.,800 5,,35 7303 14 .9999V9V4 .00000028 -.00000 147
6,,900 5,.45730314 .99999996 .00000016 -.00000088
7.,000 5..55730314 .99999997 .00000010 • *-. 00000053
7,, 100 5,,65730314 .999 99998 .00000006 -.00000032
7.,200 5..7573031 5 .999 99999 .00000004 -.00000020
7.,270 5..82 7303 1 5 .99999999 .00000001 -.00000008
84

FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = .0000000000
D2F(0) = .4695999900
ETA F DF D2F D3F
4.000 .00000000 .00300000 .46959999 -.00000000
4. 100 .00234798 .04695908 .46956324 -.001 10253
i.200 .00939141 .09390530 .46930606 -.00440745
4.300 .021 12754 . 14380562 .46860878 -.00990055
4.400 .03754920 . 18760514 .46725420 -.01754502
.500 .05864268 .23422747 .46503036 -.02727063
1.600 .08438557 .28357546 .46 17344 3 -.03896372
4.700 . 1 1474475 .325 53231 .45717749 -.05245872
4.800 . 1496 74 52 .37196325 .451 19002 -.06753 165
4.900 .1891 1487 .4 16 7 17 79 .44362802 -.08389666
1,.000 .23299010 .46363258 .43437915 -. 1012060^
1.. 100 .28120764 .50353486 .42336879 -. 1 1905454
1,.200 .33365738 .54524651 .41056536 -. 13698816
1 ,.300 .3902 1 129 .583 58863 .39598460 -. 1545 1766
1 ,.400 .45072362 .624 3 86 32 .37969220 -.171 13624
1,.500 .5 150315 3 .6614 7384 .36 180452 -. 18634074
1..600 .58275630 .695 69952 .3424871 1 . -. 19965502
1..700 .65430492 .72793058 .32 195078 -.21065398
1..800 .72887224 ,.761 05734 .30044531 -.2 1898625
1..9 00 .80644344 .78799667 .2/825 1 14 -.2 24 39 38 1
2,.000 .88679683 .815694 6 3 .25566717 -.2267266 1
2.. 100 .96970685 .841 12792 .23300 7 56 -.22595097
2,.200 1 .054 947 15
,
.86330422 .21057993 -.22215069
2.,300 1 . 14229369 .88326138 . 18867385 -.71552095
2..MOO 1 .2 3152763 .901 06545 . 16756036 -.20635521
2..500 1 .3224 380 3 .9 1580777 . 14747497 -. 19502651
2..600 1 .4 1482420 .93360127 . 12861287 -. 18196459
2..700 1,.50849765 . 94257618 .111 12445 -. 16763097
2..800 1 .60328357 .95287546 .0751 1344 -. 15249381
2..900 1 .67902191 .961 65008 .08063738 -. 13700467
3,.000 1 .79556792 .96705461 .0677 1034 -. 12157 852
5.. 100 1 .89279230 .975 242 79 .0563074 1 -. 10657823
3,.200 1 .99058098 .983 36499 .0463 70 4 2 -.09230407
3,.300 2 .08883451 .98456314 .0378 14 57 -.07898838
3,.UOO 2 . 18746726 .98797047 .03053526 -.06679489
3,.500 2 .28640632 .993 70883 .07441483 -.05582222
3,.600 2 .38559040 .992 8879 1 .01932873 -.0461 1044
3..700 2 .48496851 .99+604 85 .0 1515100 -.03764975
3,.800 2 .58449880 .99594428 .0 1 17587 1 -.0 30 39 36
3..900 2 .68414722 .99697888 .009035 rj1 -.02425264




. 100 2 .88369485 .973 369 19 .00517781 -.0 149 3 124
4,.200 2 .98355532 .99881831 .00386137 -.0 1 152060
4,.300 3 .08 34 5466 .99? 15166 .00285100 -.00879094
!(•.UOO 3 . 183382 7
1
.99? 37662 .00208438 -.00663443
u..500 3 .28333176 .99957484 .00150832 -.00495230
4..600 3 .38 32 9602 .9977032 1 .00 10807 6
•
-.00365652
4,.700 3 .483271 18 .99? 79476 .00076670 -.00267061
4..800 3 .58 32 54 08 .99? 8594 .00053849 -.00192953
h,.900 3 .6832424 1 .99790459 .000 37 4 44 -.00137916
5..000 3 .78323453 .99793587 .00025778 -.00097525
(continued on next page)
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BETA « 0.00 (continued)
5. , 100 3,88322926 .99995730 .00017570 -.00068229
5.,2 00 3,,98322577 .999 97 184 .0001 1457 -.00047227
5.,300 4,,0832234 7 .99998160 .0000792
1
-.00032345
5.,400 4, , 18322198 .99998810 .00005240 -.00021918
5,,500 4.,28322102 .99999237 .00003431 -.00014697
5,,600 4,.3*322040 .99999516 .00002225 -.00009751
5.,700 4..U8322001 .99999696 .0000 1428 -.00006402
5..800 4..5832 1977 .999998 1 1 .00000908 -.00004 159
5,,900 4,,6832 1962 .99999883 .00000571 -.00002674
6.,000 4,.78 32 195 3 .99999929 .00000356 -.00001701
6, , 100 4..8832 1947 .99999957 .00000219 -.0000 1071
6,,200 4..9832 1944 .99999974 .00000134 -.00000668
6.,300 5..0^32 1942 .99999985 .00000081 -.00000412
6.,400 5..1832 194 1 .999 9997 1 .00 00049 -.00000251
6.,500 5.,2832 1940 .99999995 .00000029 -.00000 152
6,,6 00 5..3832 1940 .99999997 .00000017 -.0000009
1
6,,700 5..4 832 194 .99999998 .00000010 -.00000054
6.,770 5..55 32 19 37 .99999999 .00000007 -.00000036
86

FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = .1OO00OOO00
D2F(0) = .5870352200














.65327487 .38633405 -.232 11869
.69073239 .36267224 -.24075753
.72578427 .35826016 -.24707067























.9934 1020 .0050404 5 -.0 1453246
.9938474 5 .00375944 -.0 1120798
.99917202 .00277661 -.00855064
.99941064 .00203066 -.00645318




.99990628 .0003665 1 -.00 134539










i.600 .10 19 010 5
i.700 . 1 377 54 94








1 ,.500 .5905 1277






. 100 1 .0 7788143
2,.200 1,. 167 192 82
2,.500 1 .25819259
2.,400 1..3506 7205






3., 100 2 .02515507
3.,200 2 . 1233209 5
5..500 2 .22278659
3,.4 00 2 .52 1991 14
3,.500 2 .42 1 3852
3..600 2 .52092762
5..700 2 .62058512
3,.800 2 .720 33 105
3,.900 2 .82014429
4.,000 2..92000824
4,. 100 5..0 199 1003




4..600 5 .5197 1595
4,.700 3 .61970250
4,.800 5 .71969475
4,.900 3 k 8 196 8956
5 .000 3 .9196861




5. . 100 4.,0 196 838 5 .99998181 .00007799 -.0003 17 14
5.,200 4, . 1 1968237 .99998821 .00005168 -.00021525
5.,300 4.,21968142 .99999243 .00003390 -.00014458
5,,400 4,,31968081 .99999518 .000022U2 -.00009610
5«,500 4.,41968042 .9999969? .00001417 -.00006321
5.,600 4,,51968018 .9999981
1
.00000902 -.00004 1 15
5.,700 4«.61968003 .999 99883 .00000569 -.00002651
5..800 4,,7196799^5 .99999928 .00000355 -.00001690
5,,900 4.,81967988 .99999957 .000002 19 -.00001067
6,,000 4.,91967984 .99999974 .00000134 -.00000666










6,,U00 5..3 1967980 .99999997 .000000 1
7
-.00000090
6..500 5,.41967980 .99999998 .000000 10 -.00000053
6,.580 5,.49967980 .99999999 .00000006 -.00000034
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FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = .2000000000
D2F(0) = .6867081800





















































. 100 .0034 00 13 .06766967
.200 .01346678 . 13332379
.300 .02999653 . 19692470
.400 .05278135 .25341414
.500 .08160649 .3 177 1725
.600 . 1 1624903 .37474677
.700 . 1564 7689 .429 4 075 1
.800 .20204828 .481 60087
.900 .25271 157 .531 22965
1 .000 .30820567 .57920275
1,. 100 .36826090 .62243979
1 .200 .43260023 .66387544




1..500 .64 848103 .771 02227
1,.600 .72710667 .801 1978
1 .700 .80859184 .82322394
1,.800 .89266094 \ 852 7 1334
1,.900 .97904743 .87+59 103
2..000 1 .06749623 .895982 12




2..300 1 .34287781 .93374795
2,.400 1,.43731796 .94976419
2..500 1 .53277544 .959 12436
2..600 1 .62909359 .96700701
2..700 1,.72613339 .97358588
2..800 1,.82 37 72 85 .97902687
2,.900 1 .92190604 .98348564
3,.000 2 .0204 4 204 .987 10585
3.
. 100 2 . 1 1930362 .99001791
3,.200 2 .21842592 .99? 33848
3..300 2 .31775504 .994 17035
3..400 2 .4 1 724669 .99360280
3..500 2 .51686485 .99671231
3..600 2 .61658055 .99756353
3,.700 2 .71637075 .9932 10 37
3..800 2 .8162 1730 .99369720
3..900 2 .9 16 1060 7 .99906009
4..000 3 .01602616 .99932801
4.. 100 3 . 1 1596928 .99952390
4,.200 3 .21592915 .99966575
4..300 3,.31590109 .99976747
4..400 3 .41588166 .99983972
4,.500 3 .51586332 .99989053
4,.600 3 .61585925 .99992592
4..700 3 .7 15.^,314 .9^995034
4,.800 3 .81584906 .99996701
4,.900 3 .91584637 .9999782.9
5 .000 4 .01584460 .99998585
























































































FALKNER AMD SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = .3000000000
D2F(0) = .7747545800
ETA F DF D2F D3F
1.000 .00000000 .00300000 .77475458 -.30000000
). 100 .00382375 .07597450 .74471668 -.301 1 1598
1.200 .01509450 . 14393626 .71446813 -.30412993
4.300 .0335096 1 .21385555 .68384396 -.30854602
4.400 .05876274 .28568862 .65272864 -.31387073
4.500 .09054270 .34938264 .62105594 -.3 196 1 16 1
<.600 .12853274 .40988061 .58880873 -.32528056
4.700 . 1724 1040 .467 12622 .55601813 -.33040 124
4.800 .22184786 .521 06367 .52276192 -.33451985
1.900 .2/65 1265 .571 66709 .48916155 -.33721338
1,.000 .33606891 .61389483 .45537791 -.338 129 1
1
1,. 100 .4001 7894 .662 74 302 .42160551 -. 33694915
1,.200 .46850523 .70322365 .38806536 -.33345360
1..300 .54071256 .74337180 .35499663 -.32750602
1 ,.400 .61647046 .774 24696 .32264738 -.31906507
1,.500 .69545564 .804 93 35 1 .29126477 -.30818648
1..600 .77735448 .832 540 1 1 .26108645 . -.2950 198 1
1,. TOO .86 186536 .857 19822 .23232953 -.27980013
1,.8 00 .94870088 .87905979 .20518467 -.26283504
1..900 1 .0375897.-5 *. 393 294 16 . 1 7980863 -.2444«787
2..000 1 . 12827823 .91508447 . 1563 1 935 -.22515841
2.. 100 1 .22053158 .92962366 . 1 3479582 -.20526251
2..200 1 .3141 3455 .942 1 1036 . 1 1527248 -. 1852 1 197
2..300 1 .4088919 1 ' .952 744 75 .09774536 -. 16539616
2..400 1 .50462836 .961 72468 .08217365 -. 14616650
2..500 1 .60 1 188 1 1 .96924221 .06843261 -. 1278244
2,.600 1 .6984 34 1
7
.97548054 .05657100 -. 1 106 1 343
2..700 1 .79624732 .9836 1 165 .0463 1609 -.09471540
2..800 1 .89452490 .98479440 .03753009 -.08025041
2,.900 1 .993 1 7943 .983 17340 .0302161
3
-.06728016
3,.000 2 .0921 3713 .99387835 .02407387 -.05581387
3.. 100 2 . 19 13364 7 .99302393 .01900436 -.04581600
3,.200 2 .29072662 .99+71013 .01486408 -.03721503
3,.300 2 .39026608 .99'j02321 .0 1 151806 -.029V1255
3..400 2 .48992127 .99703612 .008842 16 -.02379 198
3..500 2 .58966535 .997 8 1023 .00672448 -.01872659
3..600 2 .6894 7706 .993 396 3 1 .00506601 -.0 1458635
3..700 2 .78933974 .99383586 .00378064 -.0 1 124357
3,.800 2 .8892404 7 .999 16241 .00279476 -.00857708
3..900 2 .98916935 .99940271 .00204641 -.00647533
u,.000 3 .089! 1885 .99? 5 7 788 .00 148422 -.00483816
4.. 100 3 . 18908331 .99970436 .00106624 -.00357768
u,.200 3 .28905852 .99979480 .00075866 -.00261839
4..300 3 .38904 139 .99985837 .00053465 -.00189664
4,.400 3 .48902966 .999 90 38 1 .00037318 -.00135975
4..500 3 .58902170 .999 9 3504 .00025798 -.00096487
4..600 3 .68901635 .99995653 .000 1766 3 -.00067766
4..700 3 .7890 1278 .999971 18 .00011977 -.00047 109
4..800 3 .8890 1042 .99993107 .00003043 -.00032414
4..900 3 .98900838 .99998768 .00005349 -.00022076
5..000 4 .08900789 .99999205 .00003523 -.00014882






5. , 100 4, , 18900724 .99799492 .00002298 -.00009931
5.,200 4.,28900684 .99799679 .00001484 -.00006559
5.,300 h.,38900658 .99799799 .00000950 -.00004289
5.,400 k.,48900642 .99999875 .00000602 -.00002775
5.,500 '»,.58900632 .99799923 .00000377 -.00001778
5,,600 4,.68900626 .99799953 .00000234 -.00001 127
5,,700 4..78900622 .99799972 .00000 144 -.00000708
S,,800 4,.8890062U .99799983 .00000088 -.00000440
5.,900 4..989006 19 .99799990 .00000053 -.00000270







.99799996 .00000019 ' -.00000099
6. .28900617 .99799998 .0000001 1 -.00000059
6..300 5,.389006 17 .99799999 .00000006 -.00000035
6..360 5..4490061 .99799999 .00000004 -.00000025
92






ETA DF D2F 03F
1.000 .00000000 .00000000 .85442123 -.40000000
4. 100 .00420543 .08344156 .31439915 -.40063990
4.200 .01655U75 . 16287595 .77426239 -.40220629
.300 .0366U65U .23328793 .73394420 -.40418406
i.UOO .06U07761 .30965815 .69342840 -.40607797
i.500 .09844282 .37696805 .65274716 -.40741631
4.600 . 13933543 .44320462 .6 1 19 784 -.40775823
<.700 . 18634785 .49936477 .57124212 -.40670367
i.800 .23907285 .55'* 4 5934 .53069587 -.4039049 1
4.900 .29710512 .6035 1656 .49052882 -. 39907850
1..000 .3600U317 .65258485 .45095479 -.39201640
1.. 100 .42749145 .695 7 34 96 .41220428 -.38259496
1,.200 .U9906267 .73506 1 1 1 .37451566 -.37078085
1..300 .57U38012 .77368140 .3381260 1 -.35663293
1,.UOO .6530801 1 .80273713 .30326201 -.34029959
1..500 .734314 16 .8 31 39 161 .27013132 -.32201 152
1,.600 .819251 12 .85682729 .2389 1488 , ,-.30207008
1..700 .90607895 .87924336 .20976057 -.28083208
1..800 .9950 06 2 ,893 85 186 . 18277856 -.25869193
1..9 00 1 .08576310 .9 1587 385 . 15803849 -.23606240
2..000 1 . 17810228 .93353528 . 13556864 -.2 1335 536
2.. 100 1 .27179903 .94306289 . 1 1535637 -. 19096371
2..200 1 .36665 1 19
;
.95368030 .09735339 -. 16924563
2..300 1 .46247866 .96260443 .08147485 -. 14851231
2-.UOO 1 .55912255 .97304240 .06760954 -. 12901865
2,.500 1,.656UUU 1 1 .976 18899 .05562326 -. 1 1095884
2..600 1 .75432334 .981 22468 .04536550 -.0944650 1
2,.700 1 .85265753 .98331436 .03667558 -.07960954
2..800 1 .95135965 .98360656 .02938834 -.0664 1006
2,.900 2 .05035668 .99123330 .02333933 -.05483657
3,.000 2,. 1U958800 .993 3 1037 .0183691 1 -.04481981
3,. 100 2 .2U900379 .99*93803 .01432677 -.03626028
3,.200 2 .34856350 .99620198 .0 J 107249 -.02903709
3,.300 2 .44823449 .997 17455 .00847926 -.02301638
3..UOO 2 .54799072 .99791607 .00643373 -.01805862
3..500 2 .6U 78 1 16 7 .99347624 .00483674 -.0 1402486
3,.600 2 .7U768128 .99389550 .00360247 -.01078 156
3,.700 2 .847^8716 .99920639 .00265824 -.00820422
3..800 2 .9U75 1981 .999 4 34 78 .00194322 -.00617972
3,.900 3 .04747205 .999 60099 .00 140723 -.00460765
4,.000 3 . 14 74 384 7 .99972082 .00100953 -.00340074
u.
. 100 3 .2U7U 1508 .9998064 1 .00071741 -.00248458
4..200 3,.34739892 .99?86696 .00050531 -.00179689
4..300 3 .44 738787 .99990939 .00035213 -.00123643
4..UOO 3 .54738037 .99993885 .0002432 1 -.000<J1 168
4,,500 3 .64737533 .99995910 .00016638 -.00063959
4..600 3,.74 737197 .99997289 .0001 1274 -.00044418
U,.700 3 .84 7 3 6976 .99998220 .00007567 -.00030536
4,.800 3 .94736831 .999 9884 1 .00005030 -.00020782
4..900 U .04736737 .99999253 .00003312 -.00014001
5..000 4 . 14736677 .99999523 .00002159 -.00009338
(continued on next page)
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BETA • .40 (continued)
5. , 100 4.,24736639 .99999698 .00001395 -.00006165
5.,200 4.,34 73 66 14 .99999810 .00000892 -.00004030
5.,300 4.,44736599 .99999882 .00000565 -.00002608
5.,400 4,,54736590 .99999927 .00000355 -.00001671




5,,700 4,,84736578 .99999983 .00000083 -.00000414
5.,800 4,.9473657? .99999990 .00000050 -.00000255
5.,900 5.,04736576 .99999994 .00000030 -.00000 156
6,,000 5 . 14736576 .99999996 .000000 18 -.00000095
6. , 100 5,.24756575 .99999997 .0000001
1
-.00000053
6.,200 5,.3473657b .99999998 .00000006 -.00000036
6..300 S,.44756575 .99999998 .00000004 -.00000023
6..370 5,.51 736575 .99999999 .00000002 -.00000009
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F DF D2F D3F
.000 «.0000 0000 .00300000 .92 768 04 -.5 0000000
. 100 1.00455507 .09326804 .8 7763 195 -.49992374
.200 1.01 78^69 7
.
. 173537?2 .8277 1029 -.4 99 39 85 7
.300 i,0 394 9606 .25581315 .77783135 -.4 9800 109
.4 00 ,06388362 .33111011 .72815221 -.49554081
.500 t. 1055 5300 .401 4 5501 .6788 1699 -.49 1068 10
.600 i.1490 109 7 .466 89083 .65000237 -.48488374
.700 4. 19 87 6957 .52747961 .58191200
.
-.4 765 4 90 3
.800 4.25454808 .58330483 .53476995 -.46589545
.900 4.3 15? 7526 .634473 1
1
.48881331 -.45283269
1.000 .38 109180 .681 1 1507 .44428404 -.4 3 7354 13
1. 100 «.45 135255 .72538545 .40 142047 -.4 1953889
1.200 *.52562908 .761 46225 .36044880 -. 399 54 999
1.300 ,.6055 1 185 .795545 17 .32 15 71*97 -.37762825
1.400 ,.6846 1226 .82385316 .28497735 -.35408227
1.500 .76 85 644 7 .85262 1 38 .2508006 1 -.32927485
1.600
,.85502679 .875 09757 .2 1915110 -. 30 360 659
1.700 ,.94368279 .895 5 3806 . 19009 397 -.27749816
1.800 l ,.03424 19 i , .9 1'+ 20 558 . 16365205 -.25137172
1.900 l,. 12 643971 .92? 35506 . 1 5980665 -.2 256 3 335
2.000 l,.22003770 .94224957 . 1 1849992 -.20065724
2. 100 1,.3148227? .955 1 3660 .09963876 -.17677261
2.200 1,.4 1060607 .96225476 .08 3099 80 -. 15425 597
2.300 1 ,.50722223 .96982906 .06873524 -. 13 53 1 50 7
2. UOO 1..6045274 1 .9 75 068 76 .05637903 -. 1 14 10659
2.500 1,.70239791 .981 16589 .04585322 -.0 967 1717
2.600 1 ,.80072832 .983 29429 .03697588 -.08 11 7 750
2.700 1,.89942968 .98360940 .0295567 1 -.06746662
2.800 1,.99842768 .991 24836 .02342 171 -.05551994
2.900 2,.09766082 .99535074 .0 1839720 -.04523810
3.000 2,. 19707872 .994 95946 .0 14322 7 5 -.03649608
3. 100 2,.29664052 .99522205 .01 105138 -.02913 187
3.200 2,.3963 1340 .997 19208 .00845080 -.0 2 30 54 76
3.300 2,.49607124 .99793065 .00640396 -.0 1805 195
3.400 2..59589349 .99348791 .00480892 -.0 1399438
3.500 2,.69576414 .99390456 .00357829 -.01074105
3.600 2,.79567081 .99921324 .00263824 -.00816210
3.700 2..89560406 .999 4 3983 .00 192730 -.006 14070
3.800 2,.99555673 .99960464 .00139496 -.00457396
3.900 3,.09552346 .99972341 .00100032 -.00337308
U.000 3,. 19550028 .99980820 .00071067 -.00246274
4. 100 3,.295U8427 .99986818 .000500 19 -.00178020
4.200 3,.39547332 .99991020 .00054877 -.00127402
4.300 3,.4954 65 8 8 .999 9 59 58 .00024090 -.00090270
4.400 3,.59 54 60 89 .99995944 .0001 6484 -.00063325
4.500 3,.69545756 .999 973 1 .000 11173 -.00043979
4.600 3,.79545536 .99998233 .00007502 -.00030240
4.700 3,.89545395 .99998850 .00004989 -.00020586
4.800 3,.99545299 .99999258 .00003287 -.000 13875
4.900 4,.0954 52 59 .99999526 .00002 145 -.00009253
5.000 4,. 1954 520 1 .99999700 .0000 1386 -.00006 1 16
5. 100 4..2954 5177 .99999812 .00000887 -.00004000
5.200 4,.39545162 .99999883 .00000563 -.00002590
5.300 4,.4954 5153 .999^9928 .00000353 -.0000 1660
5.400 4,.59545147 .99999956 .00000220 -.0000 1054
5.500 4,.69545144 .99999973 .00000135 -.00000662
5.600 4,.7954514? .99999984 .000000 82 -.0000041 1
5.700 4,.89545140 .9999999 I .00000050 -.00000253
5.800 4..99545 140 .99999995 .00000030 -.00000 155
5.900 5,.0954 51 39 .99999997 .00000017 -.00000091
6.000 5..19545139 .99999998 .00000010 -.00000054
6.080 5.,27545139 .99999999 .00000006 -.00000034
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FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = *,6000000000
D2F(0) ~ *,9958364400
eta < F l)F U2F IMF
.000 ,00000000 .00300000 .99583644 -.60000000
. 100 ,00487920 .09558449 .93587048 -.59896916
.200 «,0191 1728 . 187 181 13 .876 1 1635 -.59572689
.300 4.0421 1689 . .271 82252 .8 1680567 -.59006882
.uoo «,07328514 .35356538 .75818878 -.58182632
.500 1 , 1 1203607 .42349223 .70053068 -.57087730
.600 4 , 15779334 .4937 1262 .64M 10580 -.55715628
.700 4,20999292 .55236376 .58919 192 -.54066270
.800 4,2680859 1 .60B6 1052 .5360634
1
-.52146699
.900 4.33154124 .65964476 .48498387 -.4997 1 343
1.000 4 , 3998483 :i .70568381 .43619881 -.47561958
1. 100 4,4725 1950 .74596838 .38992849 -.44947 176
1.200 4,5490922 1 .783 75966 .34636142 -.42 16 1684
1.300 4.6291 3092 .81533586 .30564887 -.3924506 1
1.400 4.71222858 .84+98829 .26790068 -.36240339
1.500 4,79800778 .87301705 .233 1826 1 -.33192373
1.600 4.8861 2135 .891 72656 .20151534 -.30 146 130
1.700 4.97625260 .91342107 . 17287527 -.27145002
1.800 1..0681 150/ .925400 7>7 . 14719683 -.24229256
1.900 1,.16 14 518 9 » .937 955 74 . 12437630 -.21434702
2.000 1..2560 34 74 .951 36637 . 10427685 -. 18791657
2. 100 1.,35166249 .96389637 .08673437 -. 16324250
2.200 1.,44815957 .96379232 .07156387 -. 14050076
2.300 1..5453 7409 .975 28 157 .05856605 -. 1 1980 197
2.400 1..6431 7591 .98357105 .04753370 -. 101 1944 8
2.500 1..74145453 .98484685 .03825767 -.08466999
2.600 1..8401 1702 .98827426 .03 05 32 14 -.0 7017 1 10
2.700 1..93908896 .99399835 .02415915 -.05760003
2.800 2..03829746 .993 14494 .01895214 -.04682798
2.900 2.. 1376993 1 .994 82188 .01473859 -.0 37 70 434
3.000 2..2372U925 .995 12053 .01 136178 -.03006546
3. 100 2..3369 1338 .997 1 1744 .00868164 -.02374234
3.200 2..4 3666480 .99787596 .00657504 -.01856732
3.300 2..536482 36 .99344799 .00493529 -.0 14 3792 5
3.400 2..63634959 .99387553 .00367 133 -.01 102752
3.500 2,.73625378 .99? 19221 .00270651 -.00837466
3.600 2..83618523 .99942467 .00197721 -.00629794
3.700 2..9361 3661 .99? 593 76 .00143132 -.00468993
3.800 3..03610241 .9997 1563 .00102669 -.00345834
3.900 3,. 1360 7858 .99? 802 68 .00072971 -.00252821
4.000 3..23606210 .99986427 .00051387 -.00182 579
4. 100 3..33605082 .99990746 .00035854 -.00130715
4.200 3..43604316 .99993746 .000247M5 -.00092666
4.300 3..5 360 3800 .999958 1
1
.00016974 -.00065047
4.400 3.,6360 3456 .999972 19 .000 1 1517 -.00045212
4.500 3,. 7360 3229 .999 98 1 71 .00007741 -.000 3 1 1 16
4.600 3,.83603080 .99998807 .00005155 -.0002 1204
4.700 3,.93602983 .99999229 .00003400 -.00014308
4.800 4..03602921 .999 99506 .00002222 -.00009559
4.900 4,. 1 360288 1 .99?99687 .00001438 -.00006324
5.000 4,.2 360 2856 .99? 99803 .00000922 -.00004 142
5. 100 4,.33602840 .99999877 .00000586 -.00002687
5.200 4,.4 360 283 1 .999 99924 .00000368 -.00001725
5.300 4,.53602825 .99999953 .00000230 -.00001097
5.400 4,.6360 282 1 .99999971 .00000142 -.00000691
5.500 4,.73602819 .999 99983 .00000087 -.00000431
5.600 4,.8 360 28 1
7
.99999989 .00000052 -.00000267
5.700 4,.9360281 7 .999 9999 3 .00000032 -.00000 163
5.800 5,.03602816 .99999996 .000000 19 -.00000100
5.900 5,. 1360 28 16 .999 9999 7 .0000001
1
-.00000060
6.000 5,.23602815 .99999998 .00000007 -.00000037
6. 100 5,.33602815 .99999999 .00000004 -.00000023









E OF 02 F 03 h
.000 *,00000000 .00300000 1 .05980777 -.70000000
. 100 1.0051824
1
. 10248264 .98988204 -.69 77 7 809
.200 4.02026U0 1 . 197 99 1 1 1 .92039702 -.69 12 1059
.300 t.0UU55030 ' .28S59098 .85177962 -.680U5296
.UOO a.07735545 . 363 38966 .78444020 -.66568307
.500 * , 1 18006U0 .44353468 .7 187697
1
-.647 1 1 3 32
.600 i. 16584674 .51221 152 .65513573 -.6 24 99 96 8
.700 «.2202U0U2 .57+64 106 .59387780 -.59V6U725
.800 *.2308 75 I? .631 765U .53530242 -.5 7 1U 122 2
.900 <.34626530 .681 79996 .U7967797 -.54070001
1.000 1.U1675U91 .727 1 1807 .42723006 -.50795975
1. 100 .U915 1962 .76735787 .37813752 -.U736753U
1.200 .57006861 .802 86 1 78 .33252957 -.43335374
1.300 .65194587 .83398259 .290U3U13 -.U025 1 106
1 .UOO . 7 36 7 3096 .861 Of830 .25202770 -.36665752
1.500 .82403930 .88450703 .21713665 -. 33128225
1.600 .9 1352192 .90 + 622 16 . 18574013 -.2968383
1
1. 700 \,.00486476 .921 76779 . 15772425 -.26373245
1 .800 1 ,.09 77 8754
,
.93527468 . 13293744 -.2 32 30 98 7
1 .900 1 . 1920 422 3 ' .9U3U568U .111 19671 -.20285 192
2.000 1,.287U 11 25 .95360866 •09229UU6 -. 1 7556 954
2. 100 1..38370540 .96700285 .07600553 -. 15060310
2.200 1 ,.48076158 .973 88902 .06209U 17 -. 12302478
2.300 1,.57844049 .97949294 .05032061 -. 1078U359
2. UOO 1 .67662U 18 .98401647 .0UOUU706 -.09001262
2.500 1 .77521374 .98763799 .03224234 -.07443777
2.600 1 .37412693 .99351 335 .025U8866 -.06098729
2.700 1,.97329605 .992 77721 .01997987 -.0U950 158
2.800 2,.07266585 .99'45UU56 .01552377 -.03930273
2.900 2 .17219167 .9939 1256 .01 1 >6631 -.03170319
3.000 2 .27183777 .99596234 .009 1U1 1U -.0 250 1346
3. 100 2 .37157578 .997 76097 .00692251 -.01954838
3.200 2 .U71 38343 .993 36 324 .00519652 -.01513217
3.300 2 . 5 7 1 2 U 3 3 7 .9988 1 3U6 .00386635 -.01 160202
3. UOO 2,.67 1 14224 .999 1U70U .00285151 -.008810UU
3.500 2 .77 10698 3 .999 392 1 .00208U23 -.006626U8
3.600 2 .8710 18U2 .99957030 .00150978 -.0 049 3 60 7
3.700 2 .97098224 .99969890 .0010838U -.00 364 153
3.800 3..0709569* .99? 79083 .0OO7710U -.0026606 3
3.900 3,. 1709395 1 .99985595 .0005U33U -.00192520
U.000 3,.27092753 .99990165 .00037963 -.00137959
U. 100 3..37091938 .99993345 .00026280 -.00097905
U.200 3,. U709 138 V .99995535 .00013023 -.00068806
U.300 3 .5709 102v .99997032 .0001 22U7 -.0 004 7 88 7
U.UOO 3..67090779 .999980UU .00008245 -.00033005
U.500 3..77090620 .99998722 .00005U99 -.00022526
U.600 3,.870905 16 .999991 73 .00003634 -.00015225
U.700 3..97090UU9 .99999U69 .00002379 -.00010 190
U.800 U,.07090U06 .999 9966 3 .00001543 -.00006753
U.9 00 u,. 17090379 .99999787 .0000099 1 -.00004432
5.000 u,.27090362 .99999867 .00000631 -.00002380
5. 100 u,.37090352 .99999918 .00000398 -.0000 1854
5.200 u,.47090345 .999999U9 .000002U8 -.00001 181
5.300 u,.570903U1 .99999969 .0000015U -.00000745
5. UOO u,.67090339 .99999981 .0000009U -.00000465
5.500 u,.77090337 .99999989 .00000057 -.00000288
5.600 u,.8 709 0337 .99999993 .0000003U -.00000 176
5.700 u,.97090336 .99999996 .00000020 -.00000 106
5.800 5,.07090336 .99990998 .00000012 -.00000063
5.900 5,. 17090335 .99999998 .00000007 -.00000037
6.000 5,.27090335 .99999999 .ooooooou -.00000021
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FALKNER AND SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA = .8000000000
D2F(0) = 1.1202676570
ETA l)F D2F IMF
1,000 4,00000000 .000 00000 1. 12026766 -.80000000
1 , 100 4,00 54 680 7 . 10302984 1.0403902
1
-.796 3 523 7
1,200 t,0215406-; .203 10186 .96122501 -.78586804
1,300 4,04682659 • .303 32053 .88342224 -.76921 580
1,400 4,081 14859 .384-88127 .30756610 -.74704429
4,500 4 , 12354791 .46191581 .754 17546 -. 7200 1 287
4,600 4 , 17 32916
1
.531 78373 .6657056 1 -.68877912
•,700 1,22967512 .594 766 80 .5965 574 3 -.65401 177
«,800 4,29202702 .651 2 12 13 .55299649 -.61638759
«,900 4.3597 12 12 .701 49540 .4 733324 6 -.57658678
1.,000 4,14321 5595 .74501405 .4 1772914 -.53528536
1. , 100 4,50873651 .785 18055 .36630532 -.49314508
1.,200 4,58900566 .8194 1576 .31910684 -.45080 198
1 .,300 *.67246939 .84? 14263 .2761296? -.4 0885 42 1
1.,400 4.75869788 .874 780 16 .23730447 -.36785014
I,500 1.84730278 .895 7 57 99 .20251 187 -.52827765
1.,600 4.9379 3602 .9 154 1 150 . 17158719 -.2 905 5 52 5
1 .,700 1,.05028819 .931 17763 . 14432764 -.2 550 2 564
1.,800 1,. 12408650 .94439146 . 12050010 -.22195235
1.,900 1 ,.21909246 ; 955 58 555 .09984908 -. 19151908
2.,000 1,,3150 99 33 .96445817 .08210466 -. 16 383213
2. , 100 1 ,.41 19294j> .971 89214 .0669899
1
-. 15892555
2.,200 1..50943140 .97795456 .05422784 -. 1 1676859
2.,300 1,.60747738 .98280708 .04384743 -.09727569
2,,1400 1..70596035 .98570476 .05468874 -.08030859
2..500 1 ,.80479152 .98?79753 .02740697 -.06570479
2..600 1,.90589789 .99? 25 1 14 .02 147549 -.05326904
2.,700 2..0032 1996 .994 15058 .0 1668784 -.04279292
2,,800 2,. 10270971 .995 60065 .01285375 -.03406172
2..900 2..2023287 1 .99572880 .00982445 -.02686203
3..000 2,.30204649 .99758724 .00744217 -.02098798
3. . 100 2,.1+0183914 .99325485 .00558914 -.0 1624595
3.,200 2,.5016880^ .99371921 .00416120 -.01245796
3..300 2,.60 15 7882 .99907854 .003071 1 -.00946371
3,.uoo 2,.70 15005 5 .99954228 .00224674 -.00712 157
3.,500 2.,80 144489 .99953456 .00162918 -.00550857
3.,600 2,.90140567 .99? 6 7 54 1 .00 1 17090 -.00391972
3.. roo 3 .00 157826 .99? 7 72 73 .00083405 -.00286681
3..eoo 3,. 10 15592 7 .99? 84 52
7
.00058879 -.00207681
3..900 3,.20134622 ,99?89282 .0004 1 192 -.00 1490 19
4..000 3,.50 1 5 573 5 .99?92753 .00028558 -.00105907
4,
. 100 3,.40 1 55155 .99? 951 16 .00019620 -.00074543
4,.200 3 .50152731 .99?96746 .00013357 -.00051972
4.,300 3,.60 132465 .99?97351 .00009010 -.00055886
U.,400 3,.70152289 .99? 985 93 .00006022 -.00024540
4..500 3,.80 1521 7 5 .99?990 l17 .00003983 -.000 16620
4,.600 3 .90 1 52 10 1 .999 991+ 1.5 .00002617 -.0001 I 148
U,.700 4,.00152054 .99?99626 .0000170 -.00007406
4..800 4,. 10152024 .99?99763 .00001096 -.00004872
U,.900 4,.20 152005 .99?99852 .00000699 -.00005174
5,.000 4 .50 13 199 5 .9 9? 9 99 08 .00000442 -.00002048
5,. 100 4,.401 5 1986 ,99?99943 .00000277 -.00001 509
5,.200 4,.50 15 198 1 .99?99965 .00000172 -.00000829
5,.300 4,.60 15 1979 .99? 999 79 .00000106 -.00000520
5,.UOO 4,.7015 1977 .99999987 .00000064 -.00000525
5..500 4,.80 1 5 19 76 .99?99992 .00000039 -.00000 199
5..600 4,.90151975 .99?99995 .00000023 -.00000 122
5,.700 5 .00 15 19 75 ,99?99997 .00000014 -.00000075
5,.800 5,. 10151975 .99999998 .00000008 -.00000046
5..900 5 .20 13 1975 .99?99998 .00000005 -.00000029
6..000 5,.30 151974 .99999999 .00000003 -.00000019
6..050 5,.35131974 ,99?99999 .00000001 -.00000007
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F Dh 02 F 3F
.000 4.00000000 .003 00000 1. 17772782 -.90000000
. 100 i( 00 5 7 387 y> . 1 1327728 1.08790667 -.39469463
.200 i.022-55739
.
.2176 1568 .9991 1121 -.8797 165V
.300 i.04896876 .313 16384 .91221+099 -.85640688
.»400 4,08470480 .403 15383 .82806533 -.82603033
.500 4. 12872429 .47388840 .74723045 -.78978602
.600 4. 180? 1930 .549 72905 .67026568 -. 74881299
.700 4.23842055 .6 13084 60 .59758938 -.70419213
.800 4.30260153 .66940042 .5295 1U74 -.6569U474
.900 4\.37208168 .71914818 .46625598 -.60802861
1.000 4.4U622851 . 76281630 .40793493 -.55833236
1. 100 4,52445883 .80390107 .351+58833 -.50866871
1.200 .6062391.5 .8338985 1 .30617567 -.45976763
1.300 4.69 108525 .86? 2 97 10 .26258791 -.4 1226993
l.UOO 4.778561 1 1 .88557136 .22365637 -.36672241
1.500 4.8682772'* .907 17639 . 18916335 -.32357412
1.600 4.95988849 . 92-454339 . 15884997 -.28317582
1.700 1 . 05309148 .93907612 . 13242796 -.2U578 1 19
1.800 1..14762173 .. .951 14840 . 109588 16 -.2 1 155080
1.900 1..24325059 .961 10247 .09000977 -. 180 5 5 854
2.000 1..33978199 .96924826 .07336859 -. 15279991+
2. 100 1..43704925 .97586341 .05934435 -. 12820231
2.200 1..5 349 1 188 .981 19401 .01+762704 -. 10663579
2.300 1..63325246 .98345587 .03792196 -.08792519
2.U00 1 ,.73197371 .98383627 .0?995374 -.07186 164
2.500 1..8309957? .991 49604 .02346909 -.05821 385
2.600 1..93025347 .99357187 .0 1823855 -.04673848
2.700 2..02969M48 .995 1 7870 .01405720 -.03718924
2.8 00 2.. 12927679 .9954 1224 .01074457 -.02932454
2.900 2..22896713 .99735132 .00811+385 -.02291 368
3.000 2..32873939 .99306023 .00612056 -.01774 140
3. 100 2,.42857325 .99359086 .00456086 -.0 136 1 104
3.200 2,.528U5301 ..99398466 .00336952 -.0 10 34 636
3.300 2,.62836672 .99927441 .00246793 -.00779220
3.U00 2..72830529 .99948575 .00179190 -.00581425
3.500 2..8282619? .99963857 .00 128970 -.00429807
3.600 2..92823156 .99974810 .0009201 1 -.00314765
3.700 3..0282 1049 .99982592 .00065064 -.00228360
3.800 3.. 12819598 .99988072 .00045602 -.00164120
3.900 3..22818608 .99991897 .00031676 -.001 16N4?
U.000 3..32817938 .9999454? .00021806 -.00082399
i*. 100 3..428171+89 .99996356 .000U+877 -.00057560
i*. 200 3..5281 7190 .999975H8 .00010058 -.00039828
i*. 300 3..62816993 .99998U |7 .00006738 -.00027297
U.i+OO 3..72816865 .99998970 .00004473 -.000 18531
U.500 3..82816781 .999 99336 .00002943 -.00012460
U.600 3,.92816728 .99999576 .0000 19 18 -.00008298
i*. 700 4,.02816694 .99999731 .0000 1239 -.00005473
1+.800 i*.
. 12816672 .999 99831 .00000792 -.00003575
U.900 4..22816659 .99999895 .00000502 -.00002313
5.000 l*.,32816650 .999999.35 .00000315 -.0000 1482
5. 100 4,.4281661+5 .99999960 .00000196 -.00000940
5.200 i*..5281664? .99999976 .00000121 -.00000590
5.300 4,.62816640 .99999985 .00000073 -.00000366
5.400 4,.728 16639 .99999991 .00000044 -.00000225
5.500 1*..82816638 .99999995 .00000026 -.00000136
5.600 1*..92816638 .99999997 .00000015 -.00000080
5.700 5..02816637 .99999998 .00000008 -.00000046
5.800 5<. 12816637 .99999999 .00000004 -.00000025
5.860 5.. 18816637 .99999999 .00000003 -.00000016
99






F OF 02F 03F
.000 4,00000000 .00300000 1.25258766 -1.00000000
. 100 4.00599639 . 1 H 2 64 89 1. 1 528 30 7 6 -.99280652
.200 4.02332226
.
.22561242 1 . 5 U U 5 U 1 9 -.97277262
.300 4.05099U80 .32324 108 .9 5863 12 3 -.9U208355
.UOO ,0880 565 9 .UUUS6 1 1 .8U6325U2 -.90275066
.500 4. 1335852? .1*9*64929 .758307U8 -.85662075
.600 4, 186 70099 .5652805? .675171UI -.80558 155
.700 4.2U657292 ..629 86090 .59755023 -. 75056565
.800 4.31242302 .68393745 .5251 3 134 -.69355295
.900 4,38352924 .735 792 7 .45867173 -.65557248
1.000 4.U5922702 .777865?7 .39801295 -.57770392
1. 100 i,5389 09 7 1 .81*87335 .3U3095V9 -.52087918
1.200 4.62202803 .845 67 1 1
1
.29577595 -.46588490
1.300 4,70 80 8860 .87590796 .24983635 -.4 1 536593
l.UOO 4.796651 78 .89580865 .2 1 100317 -.36383030
1.500 4,88732899 .9 15 16823 . 17695812 -. 51765584
1.600 4.979779U8 .932 34823 . 1U 735 130 -.27509856
1.700 1..07370688 .945774 1 . 12 181291 -.23650269




2.000 1,,36197416 .97321674 .06582538 -. 14250 163
2. 100 1..U5960226 .979 12837 .05280895 -. 1 1838770
2.200 1..5577603? .98585541 .0U203959 -.09752008
2.300 1 ,.65654039 .98760076 .05520520 -.0796U386
2.U0O 1,.75525388 .99354940 .02602026 -.06448405
2.500 1..85442875 .992851 18 .0?0??731 -.05175665
2.600 1.,9538068? .99463360 .01559731 -.041 17815
2.700 2,.0533U169 .99500267 .01 19?92U -.03247347
2.800 2<. 1529965 1 .9970U567 .0090U886 -.02538210
2.900 2..2527U23U .99783371 .006807 1 1 -.0 1966256
3.000 2..35255668 .993424 16 .00507796 -.01509540
3. 100 2..U52U221
3
.99386286 .00375618 -.0 1 148472
3.200 2,.552325U1 .999 18606 .00275U89 -.0086586 1
3.300 2..652256UU .999 422 14 .00200328 -.00646858
3. UOO 2..75220767 .99959312 .001UUU21 -.00478835
3.500 2,.85217346 .9997 1588 .00103216 -.00351207
3.600 2,.9521U967 .99980525 .00073126 -.00255226
3.700 3,.05213326 .99986489 .00051355 -.00183762
3.800 3,. 15212203 .99990801 .00035749 -.00131082
3.900 3,.2521 1UU2 .999 93 790 .0002U665 -.00092635
4.000 3,.35210930 .999 9 584 3 .00016867 -.00064854
U. 100 3..45210589 .999972U2 .0001 1U32 -.00044980
U.200 3,.552 10363 .99998185 .00007678 -.00030904
U.300 3..65210216 .999988 17 .000051 1 1 -.00021035
U.UOO 3..75210120 .99999235 .00003371 -.000 14 180
U.500 3,.85210058 .99999510 .00002204 -.00009469
U.600 3,.95210018 .99999689 .00001U27 -.00006264
U.700 U,.05209993 .9999980U .00000916 -.00004 104
U.800 U,. 15209978 .99999878 .00000583 -.00002665
U.900 U,.25209968 ,999999?5 .00000367 -.0000 1711
5.000 U..3520996? .9999995U .00000229 -.00001089
5. 100 U,.U5209959 .999 999 72 .00000142 -.00000686
5.200 U,.55209956 .99999984 .00000087 -.00000427
5.300 U,.65209955 .99999990 .0000005? -.00000263
5. UOO U,.7520995U .999999V5 .00000031 -.00000 160
5.500 u,.8520995U .99999997 .00000018 -.00000095
5.600 u,.95209954 .99999999 .0000001
1
-.00000055
5.6U0 u,.9920995U .99999999 .00000008 -.00000043
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r DF D2F 051-
.000 *,00000000 .00300000 1.33572147 -1 .20000000
. 100 4.0064 788 1 . 127 5 82 13 1.2 16 1 1679 -1. 133 54655
.200 i.02512065 , .24329755 1.09872248 -1. 15656818
.300 4.05'i75306 .34746037 .98532644 -1. 10907519
.400 .09424322 .44354224 .87 730009 -1.04978665
.500 < 142S 1 172 .523 13319 .77564750 -.9821568?
.600 ).19854257 .59d90726 .68105209 -.90909 128
.700 .26139019 .65959279 .5939244
1
-.8 3317 084
.800 .33018342 .7 1+94 72 3 .5 J444514 -. 75648 1 14
.900 .40412745 .76273606 .44259599 -.68074564
1.000 .48250368 .80371547 .37821599 -.6 07 34 34
1. 100 .56466805 .8336 1864 .32 101448 -.53732915
1.200 .65004823 .864 14502 .27061053 -.47149895
1.300 .7381 3980 .89795247 .22655695 -.4 10 39376
1.U00 .82850184 .9 1365 176 . 18836294 -.35434760
1.500 .9207 5195 .9338032? .1555 13116 -.3035 1576
1.600 1 .01456122 .94 + 915 17 . 12743564 -.25790438
1.700 1 . 10964893 .95544381 . 10376231 -.2 1739802
1.800 1 .20577744 , .96579440 .08584284 -. 18 178 52?
1.900 1 .30274714 .973 32 329 .06725156 -. 15078 191
2.000 1 .40039176 .97934079 .05354396 -. 12405245
2. 100 1 .4985 7388 .98+ 1 1452 .04231087 -. 10122331
2.200 1 .59718086 .98787303 .03318096 -.08192424
2.300 1 .696121 1
3
.99380969 .02582164 -.06575202
2.U00 1 .79532084 .99308653 .0 1993884 -.05233159
2.500 1 .89472095 .99+83807 .0 152 75 72 -.04129988
2.600 1 .99427465 .995 17491 .01 161059 -.03231 738
2.700 2 .093945 13 .997 187 12 .00875436 -.02507256
2.800 2 . 19370369 .99794740 .00654755 -.0 1928459
2.900 2 .293528 16 .99351382 .00435722 -.0 1470435
3.000 2 .3934-0154 .993 932 38 .00357371 -.0 1 1 1 1426
3. 100 2 .4933 1092 .99923913 .00260764 -.00832705
3.200 2 .59324658 .99946207 .00 183637 -.00618381
3.300 2 .69320126 .99962274 .001 55587 -.00455149
3.400 2 .79316960 .99973757 .00096323 -.00332019
3.500 2 .8931476 7 .99981894 .00067947 -.00240030
3.600 2 .9931 3259 .999876 1 1 .00047521 -.00171967
3.700 3 .09312231 .99991593 .00032949 -.00122091
3.800 3 .1931 1537 .99994343 .00022648 -.00085894
3.900 3 .2931 ion .99996225 .00015452 -.00059878
4.000 3 .393 1076? .99997502 .00010425 -.0004 1 360
4. 100 3 .49310558 .99998362 .00006978 -.00028307
4.200 3 .59310424 .99998954 .00004651 -.0001 9 195
4.300 3 .69310338 .99999313 .00005046 -.00012897
4. MOO 3..79310283 .99999561 .0000 1985 -.00008534
4.500 3,.89310247 .99999722 .0000 1285 -.00005661
4.600 3 .99310225 .99999825 .0000032 -.00003699
4.700 4..0931021
1
.99999891 .00000521 -.00002 394
4.800 4 . 19310203 .99999933 .00000528 -.0000 1535
4.900 4 .29310 197 .99999959 .00000204 -.00000975
5.000 4 .39310194 .99999976 .00000126 -.00000614
5. 100 4 .49310192 .99999985 .00000078 -.00000383
5.200 4 .59310191 .99999992 .00000047 -.00000237
5.300 4 .69310190 .99999995 .00000029 -.00000 146
5.400 4 .79310190 .99999997 .00000017 -.00000089
5.500 4 .89310190 .99999999 .0000001 -.00000055
5.510 4 .90310190 .99999999 .00000009 -.00000047
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F OF 02F D3F
.000 4,00000000 .00300000 1 .52 151400 -1 .60000000
. 100 4,0073413 1 . 144 1 715 1 1.36230727 -1 .57674444
.200 ,028309 55 .27260734 1.2074369 1 -1.51527814
.300 1.06135813 .38591285 1 .06015 129 -1.42676293
.400 4 . 1050 1665 .48496538 .9226 7 100 -1.32058952
.500 4 , 1579 1118 .57382028 .79636488 -1.20441764
.600 4,21877928 .64463423 .68191 727 -1.08430410
.700 4,2 864 76 5 8 .70760451 .57947969 -.96488072
.800 4,35997849 .76392253 .48880344 -.84955376
.900 4,43837779 .80573958 .40935208 -.74070483
1.000 ,5208793/' .845 14286 .34039426 -.63988052
1. 100 4.60679292 .874 13990 .28107850 -.54796354
1.200 i.695521454 .89964955 .23049194 -.46532 189
1.300 4.78656757 .923U9826 . 18770529 -.39 19 356 1
1.U00 4,8794933V .93742015 . 15180618 -.32750207
1.500 *.97394229 .951 05997 . 12192296 -.27152183
1.600 1 ,.0696 14 75 .961 97804 .09724087 -.22336747
1.700 1,. 16626335 .97365650 .07701 195 -. 18235778
1.800 1,.26368516 , .97750626 .06056027 -. 14769955
1.900 1 ,.3617 1525 .9 8? 874 30 .04728346 -. 1 1871958
2.000 1 . 46022037 .98705103 .0 3665 147 -.09468764
2. 100 1..55909582 .99327732 .02820341 -.0 749 3 308
2.200 1..65825079 .99? 75 123 .0215430 1 -.05885569
2.300 1 ,.75 762440 .99463422 .01633321 -.04583209
2.400 1..85716232 .99505672 .01229031 -.03541873
2.500 1,.9568239 1 .997 12325 .00917797 -.02 7 15203
2.600 2..05657789 .997 9 1680 .00680126 -.02064663
2.700 2,. 1564 0036 .99350268 .00500101 -.01557200
2.800 2,.25627321 .99393190 .00364855 -.0 1 164823
2.900 2..35618284 .999 2 43 86 .00264086 -.00864 107
3.000 2..456 1 1909 .999 4 6882 -.00 189628 -.00635681
3. 100 2..5560 7448 .99962974 .00 13507 1 -.00463714
3.200 2,.65604349 .99974392 .00095433 -.00335408
3.300 2,.75602214 .99982429 .00066877 -.00240539
3.400 2,.85600754 .99988059 .00046482 -.001 71026
3.500 2,.95599764 .99991923 .00032039 -.00120554
3.600 3..05599098 .99994589 .00021900 -.00084240
3.700 3,. 15598654 .99996405 .00014845 -.00058352
3.800 3..25598360 .99^97631 .00009 977 -.00040066
3.900 3,.35598167 .99998452 .00006649 -.00027269
4.000 3,.4559804 1 .99998996 .00004393 -.00018395
4. 100 3,.55577960 .999 99 3 55 .0000 2 87 8 -.000 12299
4.200 3..6559 79 0./, .99^99589 .0000 1869 -.00008150
4.300 3..7559 7875 .99999740 .00001203 -.00005352
4.400 3,.85597854 .99999837 .00000768 -.0 000 348 4
4.500 3..9559784 1 .99999899 .00000486 -.00002247
4.600 4,.05597835 .99999937 .00000305 -.0000 1437
4.700 4,. 15597828 .99999962 .00000190 -.0000091 1
4.800 4,.25597825 .99999977 .000001 17 -.00000573
4.900 4,.35597823 .99999986 .00000072 -.00000358
5.000 4,.45597822 .99?99991 .00000044 -.00000222
5. 100 4 .55597821 .99999995 .00000027 -.00000 138
5.200 4..65597821 .99999997 .00000016 -.00000086
5.300 4 .7559782 1 .99999998 .00000010 -.00000055
5.370 4 .82597821 .99999999 .00000005 -.00000026
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FALKNER AMD SKAN EQUATION NUMERICAL SOLUTION
BETA * 2«,0000000000
D2F(0) = 1,,6872 181692
ETA
i
F DF D2F 03F
.000 4.00000000 .00000000 1.6872 18 17 -2.00000000
. 100 1.008 1034 3 . 153 75520 1.48855187 -1 .96165579
.200 i,05 1098 16 . .?97944 10 1 .29689992 -1 .86278982
.300 i.06707197 .41353771 1.11 72803 1 -1.72459056
.400 i. 1 1423121 .52190386 .952 72 163 -1.56406327
.500 4. 17093154 .60963696 .80477340 -1 . 59424670
.600 4.2 3569384 .68542727 .67386074 -1.22467915
.700 1.30720865 .74 4 964 98 .55960634 -1 .06197027
.800 4.38433266 .79387364 .46109394 -.9 10 38377
.900 i.46607969 .83766709 .37 70 7552 -.77237494
1.000 .55160838 .871 72451 .30612824 -.64905567
1. 100 .64020800 .899 2 7898 .24 6 76894 -.54057809
1.200 1.73128374 .921 4 1570 . 19753419 -.44643977
1.300 (.82454210 .93907685 . 15703348 -.3657 1872
1.400 i.9 189 76 99 .95507056 . 12 398 19 3 -.29724955
1.500 1,.01485694 .96408265 .09721785 -.23975148
1.600 1..1117 1345 .97268918 .07570950 -. 1919 1879
1.700 1,.20933067 .97936952 .05855430 -. 15248220
1.800 1 ,.30 75 3640 . .98451904 .04497307 -. 12024844
1.900 1,.40619429 .98346099 .034501 10 -.094 12374
2.000 1..50519714 .991 45744 .02597757 -.07512564
2. 100 1,.60446133 .99571909 .01953414 -.05658651
2.200 1 ,.7039221 1 .993 4 1395 .01458558 -.04315 141
2.300 1,.80352969 .99567493 .01080877 -.0327721 1
2.400 1,.90324613 .99760627 .00795239 -.02469883
2.500 2..00304268 .99328908 .00580759 -.01847067
2.600 2,. 10289776 .99378597 .00420957 -.01370546
2.700 2,.20279529 .999 14485 .00302825 -.01008973
2.800 2 .30272336 .99940209 .00216184 -.00736904
2.900 2,.4026 7324 .99958507 .00155146 -.00533898
3.000 2,.50263858 .99971422 .00107648 -.00383702
3. 100 2 .6026 1480 .99980466 .00075075 -.00273520
3.200 2 .70259860 .99986750 .00051945 -.00193382
3.300 2,.80258765 .99991082 .00035656 -.00135597
3.400 2 .90258031 .99994045 .00024278 -.00094290
3.500 3,.00257542 .99996054 .00016598 -.00065018
3.600 3 . 10257220 .99997406 .00010985 -.00044457
3.700 3..20257009 .99998309 .00007299 -.00030 141
3.800 3,.3025687 1 .99998906 .00004810 -.00020261
3.900 3,.40256783 .99999298 .00003 143 -.00013503
4.000 3,.50256726 .99999553 .00002037 -.00008921
4. 100 3..60256691 .99999718 .00001 309 -.00005843
4.200 3 .70256668 .99999823 .00000854 -.00003794
4.300 3..80256654 .99999890 .00000526 -.0000244 1
4.400 3,.90256645 .99999932 .00000329 -.0000 1557
4.500 4,.00256640 .99999958 .00000204 -.00000984
4.600 4,. 10 25 66 36 .99999975 .00000125 -.00000616
4.700 4..20256634 .99999985 .00000076 -.00000381
4.800 4,.30256633 .99999991 .00000045 -.00000233
4.900 4..40256632 .99999994 .00000027 -.00000 140
5.000 4,.50256632 .99999996 .00000015 -.00000082
5. 100 4,.60256632 .99999998 .00000008 -.00000046
5.200 4,.70256631 .99999999 .00000004 -.00000023
5.300 4,.80256631 .99999999 .00000001 -.00000009
5.320 4,.82256631 .99999999 .00000001 -.00000006
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ETA OF D2F D3F
4.000 .00000000 .00300000 1.83817445 -2.40000000
1. 100 .00879188 . 171 86721 1.60012861 -2.34317613
i.200 .03359382 .32337448 1.3 724 1659 -2. 19976917
.300 .07213U38 .44692700 1. 16189688 -2.00442772
<.400 . 1223 1 149 .55345603 .97236639 -1.78377901
1.500 . 18223108 .64? 15203 .80533536 -1.55709498
.600 .25022274 .71527101 .6607072 1 -1.33745368
i.700 .32483921 .77500262 .53733308 -1. 1330371 1
i.800 .40484526 .32338730 .43343906 -.94335530
t.900 .489200 19 .86227053 .34693917 -.73529842
1..000 .57703719 .89328222 .27565368 -.64397493
1,. 100 .66764 163 .91783707 .2 17453 15 -.52336 104
1..200 .76042984 .937 14245 . 17034700 -.42177062
1..300 <.85492925 . 95221594 . 1 5253196 -.3371H897
1..UOO .95076038 .96390514 . 10241283 -.26749864
1,.500 ] .04762089 .97290867 .07860515 -.21062532
1..600 1,. 1452 71 72 .97979690 .05992555 -. 16462632
1.,700 1 .24352525 .98503128 .04537640 ' -. 12 773 33 1
1..800 1,.34223528 .98898199 .03412636 -.09840072
1 ,.900 1 .44128874 .991 94354 .02549010 -.07525384
2..000 1 .54059881 .994 148 37 .0 18908 18 -.05713553
2,. 100 1,.64009930 .99577847 .0 1 392826 -.04306429
2..200 1,.73974010 .99597525 .01013788 -.03222108
2..300 1 ,.83948357 .99784770 .00739910 -.02393044
2,.UOO 1,.93930163 .99847918 .00533520 -.0 1764094
2..500 2..03917350 .99893296 .00 38 19 16 -.0 1290699
2..600 2 . 13908370 .99925667 .00271392 -.00937196
2..700 2 .2390216V .99948590 .00 19 1429 -.00675317
2..800 2,.33897882 .99964702 .00134020 -.00482867
2..900 2,.43894948 .99975943 .0009312 1 -.00342579
3..000 2,.53892955 .99985725 .000642 12 -.00241 144
3.. 100 2,.6389 1612 .99989072 .00043939 -.00 168402
3,.200 2..7 389 07 1
3
.99992713 .00029834 -.001 16666
3..300 2 .838901 1 7 .999951 34 .00020099 -.00080175
5..UOO 2 .93889723 .99996839 .0001 3434 -.00054652
3..500 3..03889466 .99997942 .00003909 -.0003695 1
3,.600 3 . 13889299 .99998670 .00005860 -.00024778
6..700 3,.23889192 .999 99 148 .0000 3824 -.00016478
3..800 3 .3 5889123 .999 994 58 .00002475 -.00010867
3,.900 3,.43889080 .99999658 .00001589 -.00007 107
4..000 3,.53889052 .99999786 .00001012 -.00004603
4.
. 100 3,.63889035 .999 99867 .00000639 -.00002962
k.,200 3,.73889025 .99999918 .00000400 -.0000 1888
4.,300 3,.83889018 .99999950 .00000249 -.0000 I 192
u.,U00 3..938890 15 .99999970 .00000153 -.00000746




u,.700 U,.238*9010 .99999994' .00000034 -.00000 170
4..800 U,.33889010 .99999997 .00000020 -.00000100
4.,900 u,,4388900V .999 9 9999 .0000001
1
-.00000056
4..9U0 u,.47389009 .99999999 .00000009 -.00000044
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